PUBLIC INTEREST ORGANIZATION ACTION

INTRODUCTION
Each regulatory agency of California government hears from
those trades or industries it respectively affects. Usually organized
through various trade associations,
professional lobbyists regularly
formulate positions, draft legislation and proposed rules, and provide information as part of an
ongoing agency relationship. These
groups usually focus on the particular agency overseeing a major
aspect of their business. The current activities of these groups are
reviewed as a part of the summary
discussion of each agency, infra.
There are, in addition, a number of organizations which do not
represent a profit-stake interest in
regulatory policies. These organizations advocate more diffuse
interests-the taxpayer, small
business owner, consumer, environment, future. The growth of regulatory government has led some of
these latter groups to become
advocates before the regulatory
agencies of California, often before more than one agency and
usually on a sporadic basis.
Public interest organizations
vary in ideology from the Pacific
Legal Foundation to Campaign
California. What follows are brief
descriptions of the current projects of these separate and diverse
groups. The staff of the Center
for Public Interest Law has surveyed approximately 200 such
groups in California, directly contacting most of them. The following brief descriptions are only
intended to summarize their activities and plans with respect to the
various regulatory agencies in
California.

ACCESS TO JUSTICE
FOUNDATION
3325 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 550
Los Angeles, CA 90010
(213) 383-9618
Access to Justice Foundation (AJF)
is a nonprofit, nonpartisan citizen advocacy organization established to inform the public about the operation of
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the legal system; provide independent,
objective research on the protection
accorded citizens by laws; and guarantee
citizens of California access to a fair
and efficient system of justice.
In 1988, AJF and its campaign committee-the Voter Revolt to Cut Insurance Rates-sponsored and qualified
Proposition 103, the only one of four
competing insurance reform initiatives
approved by the electorate in the November 1988 election.
AJF publishes a bimonthly report,
Citizens Alliance, on citizens' rights
issues and actions at the local, state, and
federal levels. Legislative, judicial, and
administrative activities which impact on
the public justice system and the exercise
of citizens' rights are a major focus of
the organization's research and educational activities. AJF is funded by grants
and individual memberships.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
AJF / Voter Revolt celebrated the
California Supreme Court's May 4 unanimous decision upholding Proposition
l03. (See infra agency report on DEPARTMENT OF INSURANCE; see also
CRLR Vol. 9, No. 2 (Spring 1989) p. 20
and Vol. 9, No. l (Winter 1989) pp. 12
and 74-76 for background information.)
Voter Revolt Chair Harvey Rosenfield
expressed gratification at the decision,
calling it "an unprecedented triumph for
California consumers," and promised to
apply political pressure on Insurance
Commissioner Gillespie to implement the
initiative. "In every case where the Commissioner refuses to order rebates where
they are warranted, we will litigate." On
May 22, the Association of California
Insurance Companies said it would not
appeal the state Supreme Court's Proposition 103 decision.
While upholding most of the initiative, the court declared unconstitutional
the provision of Proposition 103 which
required insurers to prove that they are
"substantially threatened with insolvency" in order to gain an exemption from
rate rollbacks. Instead, the high court
ruled that insurance companies could
apply for and gain exemptions from the
rollback if the state Insurance Department finds they are deprived of a "fair
rate of return." The court also struck
down the section of Proposition l 03
which called for the creation of a consumer corporation to represent insurance
consumers' interests in any forum. The
court held that, under the state constitution, initiatives may not designate a "private corporation to perform any function."
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Insurance Commissioner Gillespie
announced her plan to implement Proposition 103 on May 11. She said that
each line of insurance affected by the
initiative-auto, homeowner, and commercial property-for each insurer would
be considered for exemption separately,
rather than basing the fair return standard on the financial health of the entire
company. Also, each insurer's California
business will be the basis of determining
the fair rate of return and exemption
eligibility, rather than a company's
national operations. Gillespie did not
define "fair rate of return," stating only
that applications for exemption will be
considered on a case-by-case basis.
The Commissioner also said insurers
must file for exemptions by June 3 and
prove that Proposition l03's required
20% rate rollback would be "confiscatory", after which the Department would
decide what rate is fair and reasonable.
Insurers who apply for exemptions may
establish their own rates immediately,
but-if the Commissioner orders them
to implement rollbacks-they are required to refund (with interest) any premiums they have collected above the
allowed levels. Review of filings for exemptions was scheduled to begin in late
June, and hearings will be set by early
August. Final administrative decisions
on the exemption cases will be made by
November 6. Companies may appeal Insurance Department rulings to the courts.
Gillespie noted that Governor Deukmejian has approved a 1989-90 budget
request for the Department of $59.5 million and 788 staff positions, up from
$35.3 million and 571 positions during
the 1988-89 fiscal year.
Meanwhile, consumer advocate Ralph
Nader called for Gillespie's resignation,
saying she is biased in favor of the
insurance industry. Because she is "irreversibly prejudiced" against Proposition
103, Nader urged the Governor to appoint a new commissioner who is impartial and competent. Nader reminded
the media that Gillespie is a former
insurance company executive and that
she tried to discredit the initiative before
last November's election. While Gillespie
was outlining her Proposition l03 implementation plan to reporters, a group of
thirty picketers from the Voter Revolt
campaign marched outside, demanding
her resignation.
Harvey Rosenfield criticized Gillespie
for refusing to consult with independent
consumer advocates in establishing her
procedures for rollbacks and in determining what is a fair rate of return.
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Rosenfield said he would insist on obtaining a public record of any meetings
Gillespie has had with insurance company personnel to discuss the procedures.
On May 12, Voter Revolt announced
formation of an "intervention team" of
actuaries and financial experts to represent consumer interests at rate hearings
by the Insurance Department on rollback
exemptions. State Board of Equalization
member Conway Collis is chairing the
group, which has applied for intervenor
status with the Department in order to
qualify for intervenor funding if it is
shown they contribute substantially to
rate decisions.
Voter Revolt has drafted and submitted to the Attorney General a new ballot
initiative that would more than double
property taxes on businesses and give
each family in the state a $500 property
tax cut. Voter Revolt Political Director
Bill Zimmerman said the proposal would
raise $9.4 billion in new taxes-approximately one-fifth of the current state
budget. Half the revenue would be used
to offset the homeowner and renter tax
deductions, and the other half would be
divided between state and local governments. Voter Revolt believes businesses
received a disproportionate share of the
benefits of Proposition 13, which has
resulted in a declining standard of living
in the state because of decreased services
provided by state and local government.
To qualify for the ballot, the new initiative needs over 600,000 valid voter signatures. Zimmerman said he would like to
see $2 billion per year of the new revenue
used to build affordable housing and to
assist the homeless. Another $400 million
could be targeted for no-interest, deferredpayment loans to first-time home buyers.
To assist small businesses, Voter Revolt
has proposed that the first $100,000 of
business equipment purchased be exempt
from property taxes.
On May 22, Voter Revolt, Ralph
Nader, and Assembly Speaker Willie
Brown, Jr. announced the introduction
of new legislation system for low-cost
auto insurance policies costing from $350
to $500 per year. They said the bill (AB
2315) would complement Proposition
I03 by providing long-term rate stability
and addressing the problem of uninsured
motorists. Brown said the bill would
still allow motorists the choice of suing
for damages, as well as provide the option of a "fast-track" arbitration system
for disputes regardless of blame in an
accident.
The bill would also reinstate bad
faith liability for insurers who refuse to
deal fairly and in good faith in their

settlement practices. The measure would
require insurance firms to participate in
an auto insurance pool, writing a certain
percentage of their business for those
who qualify for cheaper policies. If losses
exceed premiums, the losses would be
shared by all auto insurers. The potential
for spreading the losses among all policyholders would be more than offset by
the savings from reduced uninsured motorist costs, Brown said. Insurance costcutting sections of the bill would require
periodic vehicle safety inspections and
installation of bumpers that can sustain
up to 5 mile per hour crashes.
Voter Revolt strongly supports passage of Senate President pro Tern David
Roberti's SB 5, which would create a
nonprofit consumer advocacy group to
represent insurance consumers before
rate hearings at the Department of Insurance. The bill would require insurance
companies to notify their policyholders
of the existence of the organization by
including inserts in their billing envelopes.

AMERICAN LUNG
ASSOCIATION OF
CALIFORNIA
P. 0. Box 7000-866
Redondo Beach, CA 90277
(213)378-3950
The American Lung Association of
California (ALAC) emphasizes the prevention and control of lung disease and
the associated effects of air pollution.
Any respiratory care legislative bill is of
major concern. Similarly, the Association
is concerned with the actions of the Air
Resources Board and therefore monitors
and testifies before that Board. The
Association has extended the scope of
its concerns to encompass a wider range
of issues pertaining to public health and
environmental toxics generally.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
The Coalition for a Healthy California
(of which ALAC is a member group),
sponsor of the tobacco tax initiative
Proposition 99, is sponsoring a package
of bills affecting how funds raised by
Proposition 99 will be spent. (See CRLR
Vol. 9, No. 2 (Spring 1989) p. 21 and
Vol. 8, No. 4 (Fall 1988) pp. 13-14 for
background information.) According to
the State Board of Equalization, the
cigarette tax brought in over $142 million
during the first three months of 1989.
Proposition 99 revenues may not be
spent until the legislature and Governor
agree on how the funds will be disbursed.

Governor Deukmejian has proposed that
the bulk of the money be used to finance
ongoing state health, recreation, and
other programs. Backers of the initiative
and some Republican legislators have
attacked the Governor's plan as illegal
and in violation of the spirit of the
initiative. Proposition 99 specifically
requires that the funds be used for smoking-related health and education programs, and not be used to replace state
budget dollars already allocated for existing programs, according to the Coalition.
As part of the Coalition's legislative
package, Senator Barry Keene has authored SB 264, which would appropriate
$155 million above the normal budget
to help hospitals defray the cost of providing care to indigent patients; and Senator John Seymour introduced SB 899,
which would appropriate $65 million
annually to reimburse physicians who
treat indigent patients.
ALAC's San Diego/Imperial County
branch celebrated the 17th annual "Clean
Air Week" to focus attention on air
quality and the health effects of smog.
ALAC distributed a free informational
brochure which outlines specific actions
individuals can take to help clean up the
air, including automobile maintenance
to reduce excess emissions; not topping
off gas tanks to decrease spillage and
evaporation of gas; conserving energy;
increasing recycling of cans, glass, aluminum, paper, and plastics; curbing the use
of aerosol products; and reporting polluting vehicles by calling 1-800-331-3383.
ALAC chapters announced that as
of April I, businesses with ten or more
employees which permit indoor tobacco
smoking must post signs warning that
tobacco smoke causes cancer. The warnings are required under provisions of
Proposition 65, the Safe Drinking Water
and Toxics Enforcement Act of 1986,
which states that people may not be
knowingly exposed to significant levels
of hazardous chemicals without first receiving a warning. Proposition 65 also
outlines a course of action any citizen
may take if a business is not in compliance. The violation may be reported to
the local district attorney, and-if the
district attorney fails to act-the individual may file suit and collect 25% of
the penalties levied on the business by
the court. Proposition 65 provides for
fines up to $2,500 per day for each violation.
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NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
555 Audubon Place
Sacramento, CA 95825
(916) 481-5332
The National Audubon Society (NAS)
has two priorities: the conservation of
wildlife, including endangered species,
and the conservation and wise use of
water. The society works to establish
and protect wildlife refuges, wilderness
areas, and wild and scenic rivers. To
achieve these goals, the society supports
measures for the abatement and prevention of all forms of environmental
pollution.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
With initial funding from the Ford
Motor Company, the National Audubon
Society has begun a program to enhance
cooperation between the United States
and the Soviet Union in studying and
managing the natural resources of the
Bering Sea Strait region, also known as
Beringia. The May 1989 issue of Audubon magazine notes that bilateral cooperation is essential because the area is
shared and particularly vulnerable to
pollution and overuse. Millions of seabirds, waterfowl, and cranes traverse the
Strait, and whales, seals, walruses, polar
bear, and vast schools of fish inhabit the
area. From its Anchorage office, NAS
will begin by surveying affected resources
and bringing together key groups including Alaska resource agencies, Inuit native
people, Soviets, and a variety of interest
groups. N AS calls Beringia one of the
world's great natural, cultural, and political crossroads, and an ideal place to
work on sharing responsibility for and
enjoyment of our mutual natural heritage.
The current volume of Audubon Wildlife Report, an annual encyclopedia of
natural resources management, features
a review of the National Marine Fisheries
Service (NMFS). The 800-page reference
book calls NMFS a shrimp-sized agency
with a whale-sized job, hidden within
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration in the U.S. Department
of Commerce. NMFS has responsibility
for over two million square miles of
ocean. The agency's purpose is to manage hundreds of different fisheries from
sardines to salmon in widely varied habitats. NMFS must also referee conflicts
between sport and commercial fishing
interests and oversee contentious programs to save endangered sea turtles
and marine mammals, all in the face of
growing responsibilities and uncertain
budgets. The Audubon Wildlife Report
is available from Academic Press by
calling 1-800-321-5068.

On April 26, the California Supreme
Court let stand a ruling by the Third
District Court of Appeal requiring the
City of Los Angeles to reduce the amount
of water it diverts from streams feeding
into Mono Lake ( California Trout Inc.,
et al. v. State Water Resources Control
Board, No. C000713). (See CRLR Vol.
9, No. 2 (Spring 1989) p. 21; Vol. 8, No.
4 (Fall 1988) p. 14; and Vol. 8, No. 3
(Summer 1988) pp. 117-18 for background information.) The lawsuit to invalidate the city's diversion licenses was
brought by California Trout, the Mono
Lake Committee, and NAS.
On April 26, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) decided to list the
spotted owl as a "threatened" species.
(See CRLR Vol. 9, No. 2 (Spring 1989)
pp. 21-22; Vol. 9, No. I (Winter 1989) p.
13; and Vol. 8, No. 4 (Fall 1988) p. 14
for background information.) A federal
judge in Seattle had given the agency
until May I to review its decision of
over one year ago not to list the owl
under the Endangered Species Act. Once
listed, a yearlong review will be conducted during which the government's
management plans for the bird's protection will be developed and public comment sought.
Some experts believe that only 1,500
pair of the spotted owls remain in the
old-growth forests of the Pacific Northwest and British Columbia. Two timber
sales have already been halted by lawsuits which challenged the Bureau of
Land Management and U.S. Forest Service plans for management and protection of the owls. NAS and other environmental groups hope the USFWS listing
will require an end to logging in most of
the remaining ancient forests. Environmentalists assert the timber industry is
greatly exaggerating its claims of massive
layoffs if the owl is listed as threatened.

BERKELEY LAW FOUNDATION
Boalt Hall School of Law, Rm. IE
University of California
Berkeley, CA 94720
(415) 642-1738
The Berkeley Law Foundation (BLF)
is an income-sharing organization of
Boalt law students and faculty which
provides funding to public interest law
projects. BLF is an "attempt to institutionalize financial, moral and directional
support for public interest work within
the legal profession, thereby avoiding
dependence on outside foundations or
governmental largesse."
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BLF is a nonprofit corporation governed by a seventeen-member Board of
Directors elected directly by the membership. The Board includes attorneys in
both public and private practice, community representatives and law school
faculty members, as well as members of
the Foundation.
Foundation grants are designed to
provide subsistence support and startup funding for recently-trained attorneys
committed to public interest work. BLF
also provides a summer grants program
to help law students undertake summer
projects under the auspices of a sponsoring public interest organization.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
BLF published its thirteenth Annual
Report on March 29. Outgoing BLF
Board Chair Lucia Blakeslee reported
that the Foundation is growing stronger
and continuing to provide needed legal
services in the public interest through its
philosophy of income sharing. Because
of the sound health of the Foundation,
the two major grantees this year were
awarded $25,000 each rather than the
usual $20,000.
BLF's deadline for grant proposals
was moved up from February to January
this year. The process of choosing new
grantees begins with a screening by BLF
Board members and volunteers. BLF
members are brought into the process
when they are sent summaries and asked
to rank the proposals in order of preference. The Board then chooses four finalists to interview. This year, one of BLF's
grants went to Boalt Hall student Kim
Baker for her Welfare Rights Education
Project; the second grant went to David
Robinson for his Homelessness Prevention Project.
BLF believes the Welfare Rights Education Project is needed because the poor
face a more hostile welfare bureaucracy
now and must apply to welfare agencies
without legal representation. Also, an
increasing number of Aid to Families
with Dependent Children (AFDC) information and legal assistance agencies have
been forced to severely cut back their
services or close. Baker's project will
train volunteers from the low-income
community to act as advocates and information resources for those needing
AFDC help. This new self-help project
will be taken into the communities that
need the assistance where volunteer training and information workshops will be
conducted.
The focus of David Robinson's homelessness project in New York City will
be impact litigation and advocacy. A
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primary cause of homelessness each year
is the 30,000 people who lose their homes
through eviction, the majority of whom
are not represented by counsel. Assisted
by community groups, Robinson will
urge the city to allow a large stock of
abandoned city-owned property to be
used for the benefit of low-income people
rather than selling the property to developers.
This year, BLF's Student Organization raised over $41,000 and chose fifteen
grant projects for summer funding. These
grants subsidize law students performing
legal services for projects studying or
assisting low-income battered women,
homelessness, immigration reform, farm
workers' rights, nuclear and toxic wastes,
Native American tribal self-government,
and the legal problems of runaway and
abandoned children. Several law firms
participated in the Student Organization's Matching Funds Program, which
asks law firms to match the BLF contribution made by the students hired by
the firms as summer clerks.

CALIFORNIA CONSUMER
AFFAIRS ASSOCIATION
c/ o David Ball, Consumer
Protection Division
Office of District Attorney
Room 183, Hall of Justice
San Rafael, CA 94903
(415) 499-6482
California Consumer Affairs Association (CCAA) is a statewide affiliation of
local consumer protection agencies. The
Association was founded in 1974 to establish and facilitate an avenue of communication among agencies concerned with
the protection of consumers. CCAA actively represents the interests of California
consumers in legislative and regulatory
arenas. It serves its members and the
public by providing workshops, training
sessions, and forums, and by preparing
and publishing educational materials and
legislative summaries. Member groups
provide their constituencies with counseling, information, and informal mediation
services when marketplace transactions
result in disputes. Some member agencies
act as small claims court advisors.
Membership in CCAA is open to
federal, state, and local agencies which
are primarily funded by the government,
with a mandate of consumer protection
and/ or assistance. Non profit organizations devoted to consumerism may also
be eligible for membership. In addition,
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CCAA membership includes representatives of federal, state, and local law
enforcement entities. Association structure is divided into northern and southern California divisions. CCAA convenes
annually to involve members in setting
goals and policies and to elect new officers. An executive committee composed
of a vice president from each division
and other CCAA officers ensures coordination.

CALIFORNIA PUBLIC
INTEREST RESEARCH GROUP
1147 S. Robertson Blvd., Suite 203
Los Angeles, CA 90035
(213) 278-9244
CalPIRG is a nonprofit statewide
organization founded and primarily staffed by students from several California
universities. It is the largest studentfunded organization of its kind in the
state. There are CalPIRG chapters on
four campuses of the University of California and at the private University of
Santa Clara.
MAJOR PROJECTS:

On April 20, CalPIRG offices around
the state held news conferences to launch
"pollution prevention" campaigns, calling
for toxics use reduction (TUR) to be
implemented as state policy, and specifically advocating passage of pending TUR
legislation, including AB 1728 (Katz)
and AB 1430 (Eastin). (See CRLR Vol.
9, No. 2 (Spring 1989) p. 23 for extensive
background information.) News coverage
was extensive at all locations, and
CalPIRG staff were armed with recent
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) data showing that industry released 22.5 billion pounds of toxic chemicals into the nation's air, land, and water
in 1987. The Los Angeles news conference featured the release of a report
entitled Toxic Hazards in Los Angeles
County, which shows that industries in
the region emitted 91. 7 million pounds
of hazardous chemicals into the environment in 1987, or about 40% of the state's
total toxics output.
A coalition including CalPIRG and
nineteen other consumer/ environmental
groups and Assemblymember Gerald Felando recently attacked a state plan to
allow farmers to buy a California Department of Food and Agriculture
(CDFA) seal guaranteeing the "safety"
of produce, including that which has
been treated with pesticides. The CDFA
would sell the "seal of safety" to farmers,

who could place the label on their
produce so long as they follow California's existing pesticide regulations. The
coalition condemned the state's plan as
another public relations ploy by agribusiness interests to deceive the public by
suggesting that produce is safe even when
it contains toxic pesticide residues. The
coalition called on the Deukmejian administration to scrap the plan, calling
the proposal a "fraud on the public."
(See CRLR Vol. 9, No. 2 (Spring 1989)
p. 23 for background information.)
In March, CalPIRG's San Diego office
released its survey of area nursing homes
showing that in 27 instances, nursing
homes violated state or federal standards-which violations caused "imminent danger" to or directly contributed to
the death of patients. In one case, state
investigators determined that a violation
at a facility in National City caused the
death of a patient in 1988. The survey of
the 27 incidents-occurring at 17 nursing
homes-covered the period 1985-1988
and monitored a total of 87 licensed
homes in San Diego County. CalPIRG
said the number of violations since its
1983 survey indicates a decline in nursing
home care. (For a summary of two statewide reports on the quality of care in
nursing homes, see agency report on
COMMISSION ON CALIFORNIA
STATE GOVERNMENT ORGANIZATION AND ECONOMY, CRLR Vol.
9, No. 2 (Spring 1989) at pp. 38-39.)
The survey was designed to help consumers choose a nursing home or intermediate-care facility. Ca!PIRG cautioned
that its twelve-page survey is a guide
rather than a ranking of nursing homes,
and stressed the importance of visiting a
nursing home several times before making a choice. Visits at mealtimes are a
particularly good means of assessing the
quality of a facility. More detailed reports on nursing homes are available
through the state Department of Health
Services• Licensing and Certification
Division. The CalPIRG survey is available to consumers who send a self-addressed, stamped envelope to Ca!PIRG,
2187 Ulric Street, Suite B, San Diego,
CA 92111.
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CALIFORNIANS AGAINST
WASTE
909 12th St., Suite 201
Sacramento, CA 95814
(916) 443-5422
In 1977, Californians Against Waste
(CAW) was formed to advocate for a
recycling bill in the legislature which
would require a minimum refundable
deposit of five cents on beer and soft
drink containers. After being repeatedly
thwarted legislatively by well-financed
industry opponents, CAW sponsored and
organized a coalition for a statewide
citizen initiative which appeared on the
ballot in 1982 as Proposition 11. That
measure failed after can and bottle
manufacturers and their allies raised and
spent $6 million to defeat it. CAW worked for passage in 1986 of AB 2020 (Margolin), the "bottle bill" which in its final
compromise form establishes a redemption value of one cent per container,
with the amount increasing to three cents
if specified recycling goals are not achieved. The bill requires recycling centers to
be located within one-half mile of supermarkets with over $2 million in annual
sales.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
CAW is pleased that a record number
of eighty bills related to solid waste,
recycling, and source reduction have been
introduced in the legislature this year, as
compared to thirty bills considered last
year. According to CAW, legislators are
beginning to understand the problems
associated with waste management, but
have yet to set priorities for recycling
and waste reduction. Reducing waste
must be at the top of the list for responsible solid waste management, beginning
with a tax or charge for waste removal
based on the volume of waste removed,
says CAW. Organization members are
urged to write to legislators requesting
action on a number of recycling and
waste reduction bills. CAW will provide
a list of bills and its position on each to
those who send a self-addressed stamped
envelope to its Sacramento office.
In addition to AB 80 (Killea), which
would require cities and counties to reduce solid waste deposited in landfills;
and SB 1221 (Hart), which would raise
the redemption value on beverage containers (see CRLR Vol. 9, No. 2 (Spring
1989) p. 24 for background information),
CAW supports the following legislation:
-AB 939 (Sher) would set a 50%
recycling goal, rewrite the state's solid
waste planning law, and reform the California Waste Management Board. At
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this writing, this bill is pending on the
Assembly floor.
-AB 4 (Eastin), which would encourage greater procurement of recycled products by state government, is pending in
the Assembly Ways and Means Committee.
-AB 449 (D. Brown), which would
provide tax credits for businesses which
invest in processes and equipment which
use recycled materials to manufacture
new products, is pending in the Assembly
Ways and Means Committee.
-AB 1308 (Killea), which would also
provide tax credits to businesses which
purchase certain new machinery used to
manufacture products composed of secondary waste material, is pending in the
Assembly Ways and Means Committee.
-SB 432 (Alquist), which would allow
taxpayers to claim tax credits for a specified portion of the purchase cost of
recyclable materials, is pending in the
Senate Appropriations Committee suspense file.
-AB 1305 (Killea), which would require newspapers to average a 25%
recycled fiber content, is pending in the
Assembly Ways and Means Committee.
-AB 1550 (Cortese), which would require that buildings be designed to allow
and facilitate recycling, is pending in the
Assembly Ways and Means Committee.
-AB 2199 (Bates), which would require local solid waste management plans
to include plastic recycling and reduction,
is pending in the Assembly Ways and
Means Committee.
-SB 1134 (Greene, B.), which would
require that consumers be given a choice
between plastic and paper bags at all
stores, is pending in the Senate Business
and Professions Committee.
CAW was recently awarded a contract
by the state Department of Conservation
to select a city and develop a model
community recycling program. After consideration of sixty cities, Visalia-populated by 65,000 and located in central
California-was chosen. CAW has completed the first phase of the project,
which is a waste characterization study
of Visalia. Next, CAW will conduct an
assessment of markets for various recyclables. The final goal will be the
formulation of an integrated package of
residential, commercial, institutional,
and industrial recycling programs which
benefit the community while maximizing
the amount of waste reduced and recycled. CAW will present the Visalia
City Council with its model community
program, budget, and implementation
plan for consideration and adoption by
spring of 1990.
CA W's Visalia recycling project di-
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rector Pat Miller said the program will
utilize the most innovative ideas on comprehensive recycling: curbside collection,
buyback, material recovery, commercial
recycling, and composting. CAW hopes
the plan will serve as a model for cities
throughout the state.

CAMPAIGN CALIFORNIA
926 J Street, Suite 300
Sacramento, CA 95814
(916) 447-8950
In July 1986, the Campaign for Economic Democracy (founded in 1977) became Campaign California (CamCal).
The 100,000-member/contributor organization, with offices in Sacramento, San
Jose, San Francisco, and Santa Monica,
continues as the largest progressive citizens action group in the state. Each
office of the organization operates a
door-to-door and telephone canvass,
providing direct contact with voters regarding issues; facilitating fundraising
and signature collection drives; and resulting in registration of new voters.
Campaign California supports efforts
to frame workable, progressive solutions
to problems in the areas of child care,
education, environment, transportation,
personal safety, insurance, and health
care. It targets the private entrepreneur
as a source of economic growth, jobs,
and innovation.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
On May 18, Assemblymember Tom
Hayden, statewide Chair of Campaign
California, called for the resignation of
the chair of the Governor's Scientific
Advisory Panel (SAP) on toxics. Hayden
requested an investigation of the panel
chair and another panel member, charging that they have accepted payments
from industries with a financial interest
in SAP's work. Hayden also asked the
state Attorney General and the Fair
Political Practices Commission to investigate the two panel members.
SAP was created by Proposition 65,
the Safe Drinking Water and Toxics
Enforcement Act approved by the voters
in November 1986. The panel's purpose
is to recommend to the Governor which
chemicals cause cancer or birth defects.
If the recommendations are accepted,
the substances are subject to Proposition
65 restrictions. Tom Hayden and Campaign California helped to draft and led
the campaign for passage of the initiative.
Hayden said SAP Chair Dr. Wendall
Kilgore, professor of toxicology at the
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University of California at Davis, accepted money for consulting work from chemical industries while serving on the panel.
Hayden said Kilgore is already under
investigation by the federal Inspector
General for testifying on behalf of Uniroyal in defense of the pesticide dinoseb
soon after serving on the Science Advisory Panel of the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency. The other state panel
member, D. Warner North, is the principal owner of a Los Altos consulting
business which has done work for utilities, chemical companies, and other concerns with an interest in the panel's duties.
AB 42 (Jones), which Campaign California opposes because it would potentially weaken Proposition 65's birth
defect standard, is pending in the Assembly Ways and Means Committee. (See
CRLR Vol. 9, No. 2 (Spring 1989) p. 24
for background information.)
In late March, CamCal announced
the start of its campaign to defeat Measure K, the Rancho Seco nuclear power
plant measure which was scheduled to
appear on the June 6 ballot in the Sacramento region. (See CRLR Vol. 9, No. 2
(Spring 1989) pp. 24-25 and Vol. 8, No.
4 (Fall 1988) p. 17 for background information.) According to CamCal political
director Bob Mulholland, Rancho Seco
has operated only 37% of the time during
the past fourteen years, including eight
breakdowns since June 1988. Rancho
Seco is a twin of the ill-fated Three Mile
Island reactor which suffered a 50% melting of its core and release of radioactivity
on March 28, 1979. Rancho Seco shut
down automatically for the eighth time
on March 28 when an electrical surge
caused fluctuations in the operation of
two pumps which supply water to cool
the nuclear core. The Sacramento Municipal Utility District's (SMUD) electric
rates have quadrupled since 1972 when
it began operation of Rancho Seco.
A March 27 Campaign California
news conference included representatives
from Sacramentans for Safe Energy,
Sierra Club, SANE/ Freeze, and other
local organizations. This coalition hopes
to permanently close down Rancho Seco
by defeating Measure K. The "No on
K" ballot argument is signed by Sacramento Mayor Anne Rudin, Assemblymember Lloyd Connelly, and consumer
advocate Ralph Nader.
On April 4, a nuclear industry group,
the Institute for Nuclear Power Operations (INPO), reported to the federal
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
and to SMUD that it has serious concerns with the long-term operation of
the reactor by SMUD. INPO cited a
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"pattern of troublesome operations" at
the plant and SMUD's inability to recruit and keep competent management.
On May 18, three SMUD directors
approved a tentative arrangement with
Bechtel Power Corporation and Babcock
and Wilcox Company for contract assistance in helping to operate the Rancho
Seco plant. Bechtel was the original construction contractor that built Rancho
Seco and has been involved in the construction of most of the nation's 112
nuclear plants. Babcock and Wilcox is
the designer and manufacturer of the
Rancho Seco reactor. The two nuclear
industry giants have received over $150
million in contracts from SMUD since
1983 and are the two biggest campaign
contributors to the "Yes on Measure K"
June 6 ballot measure to keep Rancho
Seco operating.
Measure K opponents said the SMUD
deal with the two companies is a lastminute effort to fool voters into believing the deal is the answer to Rancho
Seco's problems. Under the plan, Bechtel
would be paid to oversee engineering
for the plant while Babcock and Wilcox
would have responsibility for maintenance, modifications, and repairs.

CENTER FOR LAW IN THE
PUBLIC INTEREST
11835 W. Olympic Blvd., Suite 1155
Los Angeles, CA 90064
(213) 470-3000
The Center for Law in the Public
Interest (CLIPI), founded in I 97 I, provides public interest law services. Some
legal services for the Center are provided
by the law firm of Hall and Phillips,
while a number of legal cases are handled
on a contract basis by outside attorneys.
The Center's major focus is litigation in
the areas of environmental protection,
civil rights and liberties, corporate reform, arms control, communications and
land use planning.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
A 1984 CLIP! suit (Friends of Ba/Iona Wetlands v. California Coastal Commission) to preserve the 180-acre Ballona

Wetlands-the last remaining wetlands
of significant size on the Los Angeles
coastline-has been ordered into a series
of mandatory settlement conferences by
the Los Angeles Superior Court. (See
CRLR Vol. 8, No. I (Winter 1988) p. 23
and Vol. 7, No. I (Winter 1987) p. 13
for background information.) Located
south of Marina del Rey, the wetlands

make up about one-third of a 900-acre
parcel earmarked by the Summa Corporation for a large residential and
commercial project. CLIPl's suit claims
that the Coastal Commission has not
designated enough wetlands for preservation under the California Coastal Act.
Environmentalists prize the Ballona
Wetlands as a refuge for endangered
birds and other species. The federal
government is also involved in the dispute because wetlands are protected as
part of the nation's navigable waters
system. The developer must therefore
receive U.S. approval before proceeding
with any project.
State Controller Gray Davis-who
controls a portion of Ballona obtained
by the state as partial payment for a $75
million inheritance tax owed by the
Howard Hughes estate-will be involved
in the settlement conferences. Davis
could help negotiate a complicated land
swap with the Port of Long Beach in
which the Hughes estate lands would be
traded for more environmentally desirable wetlands closer to Ballona and the
ocean. Summa Corporation has also recently sold its controlling interest to the
Maquire Thomas, a major development
company which has a reputation for
community awareness and sensitivity and
which has expressed an interest in settling the dispute so that it can develop
other parts of its property.
The U.S. Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals recently upheld a lower court's
ruling in favor of CLIPI's lawsuit against
the City of Hawthorne's rejection of two
affordable housing replacement projects.
The City of Hawthorne claimed the housing projects, which were proposed to
replace low-income housing razed to
clear the way for the Century Freeway
(see CRLR Vol. 9, No. I (Winter 1989)
p. 16 for background information), were
denied solely because of traffic reasons.
"We challenged that as a trumped-up
claim, saying it was discrimination
against poor people and minorities," said
CLIPI attorney and former co-director
John Phillips. The appellate court ruling
means that Hawthorne must approve
the disputed projects.
In the spring issue of CLIPI's Public
Interest Briefs, attorney John Phillips
noted that approximately 120 cases have
been filed under the False Claims Act, a
Civil War-era law which Phillips researched and recommended be updated
by Congress. The revised law was signed
in November 1986, and has become a
powerful tool in the fight against false
procurement billings to the government.
(See CRLR Vol. 9, No. 2 (Spring 1989)
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p.25; Vol. 8, No. 4 (Fall 1988) p. 18; and
Vol. 8, No. I (Winter 1988) pp. 22-23
for background information.)
The updated law permits whistleblowers to sue fraudulent contractors
on behalf of the government for treble
damages, with the reporting party collecting 15-30% of the damages. CLIPI is
pursuing three new major fraud claims
against defense contractors whose identities remain sealed by the courts. CLIPI
anticipates the U.S. Department of Justice will join in the suits, with each
claim possibly exceeding $100 million.
Phillips assisted the California legislature in drafting a state version of the
False Claims Act which was passed in
1987. He believes state fraud cases will
involve construction contracts, Medi-Cal
payments, public works projects, and oil
royalties due the state that were underpaid.
On April 25, San Francisco Superior
Court Judge Ira Brown awarded
$197,765.12 to CLIPI for its successful
participation in the thirteen-year-old
Levi Strauss price-fixing litigation, which
was settled in 1980 for $12.5 million.
(See CRLR Vol. 6, No. 2 (Spring 1986)
p. 27 for background information.) The
advocacy of CLIPI and Public Advocates resulted in a March 1986 California Supreme Court order creating a
consumer trust fund from a portion of
the settlement; Judge Brown's order also
allocated $3.15 million into that trust fund.

CENTER FOR PUBLIC
INTEREST LAW
University of San Diego School of Law
Alcala Park
San Diego, CA 921 JO
(619) 260-4806
The Center for Public Interest Law
(CPIL) was formed in 1980 after approval
by the faculty of the University of San
Diego School of Law. The faculty selected Robert C. Fellmeth, a law faculty
professor, as the Center's director. CPIL
is funded by the University and private
foundation grants.
The Center is run by ten staff members out of three offices-San Diego,
Sacramento, and San Francisco. Each
year, approximately forty law students
participate for academic credit as CPIL
interns. Students in the Center attend
courses in regulated industries, administrative law, environmental law, and consumer law, and attend meetings and
monitor activities of assigned agencies.
Each student also contributes quarterly
agency updates to the California Regula-
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tory law Reporter. After several months,
the students choose clinic projects involving active participation in rulemaking,
litigation, or writing.
The Center is attempting to make
the regulatory functions of state government more efficient and more visible by
serving as a public monitor of state
regulatory agencies. The Center studies
approximately sixty agencies, including
most boards, commissions and departments with entry control, rate regulation,
or related regulatory powers over businesses, trades, and professions.

MAJOR PROJECTS:
On May I , CPIL formally announced
the commencement of its newest projectthe Children's Advocacy Institute (CAI),
funded by a two-year $409,000 grant
from the Weingart Foundation. (See
CRLR Vol. 9, No. I (Winter 1989) p. 17
for background information.) Handling
operations in CAi's San Diego office
are staff counsel Kate Turnbull and
Mark Mc Williams; CAI activities in Sacramento and San Francisco will be
handled out of existing CPIL offices by
Steve Barrow and Jim Wheaton, respectively. CAI is overseen by a distinguished
Board of Advisors consisting of physicians, attorneys, and educators in a
variety of specialties.
Under the overall direction of CAI
Executive Director Robert C. Fellmeth,
work on two of CAi's primary projects
has begun in earnest. Turnbull is directing a study of child care availability and
the impact of inadequate child care center liability insurance coverage on the
problem. McWilliams has begun an indepth investigation of child abuse detection and investigation, using San Diego
County as a case study. One of CAi's
goals is to release reports of its studies
and draft legislation for introduction in
January 1990.
CPIL's public interest litigation activities yielded mixed results over the past
quarter. On May 4, the California Supreme Court unanimously upheld the
constitutionality of Proposition 103, the
Voter Revolt insurance reform initiative
approved by the the electorate in November 1988. (See supra report on ACCESS
TO JUSTICE FOUNDATION; see infra
agency report on DEPARTMENT OF
INSURANCE for further information
on Proposition 103.) CPIL Director Robert Fellmeth and staff counsel James
Wheaton participated in the successful
representation of Proposition 103 proponents Harvey Rosenfield and Ralph
Nader.
The Supreme Court's ruling vests con-
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siderable responsibility and discretion in
the Commissioner of the Department of
Insurance. In order to implement Proposition 103, the Commissioner must adopt
standards and rules of procedure. On
May IO, Professor Fellmeth filed with
the Department CPIL's proposed rulemaking to implement the provision of
Proposition 103 which enables insurers
to gain relief from the rate rollback
requirement, and the provision requiring
insurers to seek prior approval for rate
changes after November I, 1989. The
proposals set forth hearing and pleading
procedures, and definitions of relevant
terms; in particular, investment income
is included in the insurer's revenue for
purposes of determining fair rate of return, the profit standard to which insurers are entitled under Ca/farm v.
Deukmejian. The Commissioner was
scheduled to respond to the Center's
petition for rulemaking by June 9.
In LR Dao v. Board of Medical Quality Assurance, CPIL's civil rights suit
challenging BMQA's refusal to license
post-1975 Vietnamese medical graduates
for a two-year period, the San Francisco
Superior Court ruled on BMQA's belated
motion for summary judgment in a May
19 order. The court denied the motion
on the issue of whether BMQA is immune from suit under 42 U.S.C. section
1981. However, the court also ruled that
the individually-named defendants (members and staff of BMQA's Division of
Licensing) are entitled to immunity from ·
damages, including punitive damages.
Both BMQA and CPIL petitioned the
First District Court of Appeal for a
reversal of the rulings adverse to them;
both petitions were denied. BMQA appealed to the California Supreme Court,
which stayed the scheduled June 5 trial
date until it has an opportunity to consider the request. CPIL has also petitioned the high court for review. (See CRLR
Vol. 8, No. 2 (Spring 1988) p. 18 and
Vol. 7, No. 4 (Fall 1987) p. 17 for
background information on this case.)
On May 30, the Fourth District Court
of Appeal rejected CPIL's petition for
writ of mandate in its challenge to the
Fair Political Practices Commission's
(FPPC) interpretation of Propositions
68 and 73, two campaign finance reform
initiatives which were approved by the
voters in June 1988. Proposition 68
would have created the Campaign Reform
Fund to subsidize legislative campaigns
of qualifying candidates who agree to
comply with overall campaign expenditure limitations and contribution limitations. The court found that Proposition
73's ban on the use of "public moneys"
15
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for political campaigns irreconcilably
conflicts with Proposition 68's provisions
establishing the Fund. The court found
that the Fund consists of"public moneys",
rejecting CPIL's argument that the Fund
does not belong to the state because it
may not be appropriated or otherwise
allocated by the legislature. The court
also rejected CPIL's contention that the
tax checkoff provision in Proposition 68
operates as a tax credit, which is not
considered to be "public moneys". CPIL
and co-petitioner Assemblymember John
Vasconcellos plan to appeal the Fourth
District's ruling to the California Supreme Court.
On the legislative front, public support for CPIL's effort to reform BMQA's
physician discipline system continues to
mount. The recommendations for reform
contained in the Center's April report
entitled "Physician Discipline in California: A Code Blue Emergency" (see CRLR
Vol. 9, No. 2 (Spring 1989) p. I for a
condensed version of this report) have
been amended into SB 1434 (Presley),
now pending in the Senate Judiciary
Committee. Professor Fellmeth and
CPIL legislative advocate Steve Barrow
have met frequently with interested entities and organizations-including
BMQA, the California Medical Association, the Union of Physicians and Dentists, the Department of Consumer Affairs, the Board of Podiatric Medicine,
and staff from the Senate Judiciary
Committee-to iron out differences and
attempt to reach agreement on the bill's
provisions.
CPIL continues to monitor the improving functions of the State Bar's discipline system. The California Supreme
Court recently announced its appointments to nine State Bar Court Judge
positions (see infra agency report on
ST ATE BAR for further information).
The creation of this panel of judges,
which replaces the Bar's previous system
of volunteer judges presiding over attorney discipline hearings, was the centerpiece of SB 1498 (Presley), drafted by
Professor Fellmeth and enacted in 1988.

COMMON CAUSE
636 S. Hobart Blvd., Suite 226
Los Angeles, CA 90005
(213) 387-2017
California Common Cause (CCC) is
a public affairs lobbying organization
dedicated to obtaining a "more open,
accountable and responsive government"
and "decreasing the power of special
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interests to affect the legislature."

MAJOR PROJECTS:
In late April, CCC released a study
showing that ten major California special
interest groups contributed more than
$6 million to legislative campaigns in
1988, and that the bulk of the money
went to incumbents. The California
Medical Association topped the contributors' list for the fifth consecutive election cycle, handing out $1.3 million.
Next was the California Trial Lawyers
Association, contributing nearly $ I.I
million. Others in the top ten include
the California Real Estate Association,
California Teachers Association, California Correctional Peace Officers Association, California beer and wine wholesalers, Atlantic Richfield Company, California Dental Association, California
Bankers Association, and the insurance
industry.
CCC said the 1988 total is up I 2%
over the $5. 7 million given in 1986.
"Campaign contributions of this magnitude undermine public confidence in public officials and raise serious questions
about who is really in control of our
government," said CCC Executive Director Walter Zelman. Over the past ten
years, physicians have contributed approximately $4.6 million to legislative
candidates; trial lawyers have given $2.8
million.
In early May, Common Cause warned
consumers that the California air fare
wars would not last long and encouraged
consumers to help stimulate competition
between the air carriers on intrastate
routes. The fare reductions came after
an eighteen-month period of steady fare
increases ranging up to 200%. CCC said
the increases are far above inflation or
oil price increase indicators, and called
for a state investigation into the skyrocketing fares-some up to $300 for a
round-trip ticket between Los Angeles
and the Bay area. A bipartisan group of
fourteen legislators joined CCC in asking
the Public Utilities Commission to investigate whether federal antitrust laws
have been violated as a result of airline
mergers in California.
CCC said it believes recent developments in the airline industry-the mergers, emphasis on frequent flyer programs,
and computer reservation systems-have
all served to give major national air
carriers certain advantages over smaller
regional airlines. CCC fears that the
larger carriers might be willing to go to
great lengths not only to compete with
smaller airlines, but to force them out of
the California air commuter market.

In April, CCC testified in favor of
SCA 27 (Lockyer), a state constitutional
amendment that would take reapportionment duties away from the legislature
and place it in the hands of a bipartisan
commission. The measure requires a twothirds vote in the legislature to place it
on the ballot. The thirteen-member commission would draw new districts for
state legislators, the State Board of
Equalization, and the California delegation to the U.S. House of Representatives. Three would be appointed by
Democrats, three by Republicans, and
seven selected by a panel of eight appellate justices.

CONSUMER ACTION
116 New Montgomery St., Suite 223
San Francisco, CA 94105
(415) 777-9635
San Francisco Consumer Action (CA)
is a nonprofit consumer advocacy and
education organization formed in 1971.
Most of its--2,300 members are in northern California but significant growth has
taken place in southern California over
the past year. CA is a multi-issue group
which since 1984 has focused its work in
the banking and telecommunications
industries.
CA has filed petitions with and appeared before the California Public Utilities
Commission (PUC) in the field of telephone rates. Statewide pricing surveys
are published periodically comparing the
rates of equal-access long distance companies and the prices of services offered
by financial institutions. The purpose of
the pricing surveys, which are released
to the public, are to encourage consumers to comparison shop, to stimulate
competition in the marketplace, and to
compile data for use in advocating reforms. In 1986, more than 18,000 consumers requested survey information.
Once each year, CA publishes consumer service guides for the San Francisco Bay area and the Los Angeles area
which list agencies and groups offering
services to consumers and assisting with
complaints. A free consumer complaint/
information switchboard is provided by
CA, and the group publishes a regular
newsletter which includes the pricing
surveys.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
On March 29, Consumer Action and
the Telecommunications Research and
Action Center (TRAC) appealed a Federal Communications Commission (FCC)
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order that imposed only mild restrictions
on five alternative operator services
(AOS) companies. (See CRLR Vol. 8,
No. 4 (Fall 1988) p. 20 for background
information.) The five companies have
been shown to charge very high rates
for handling calling card and operatorassisted long distance calls from hotels
and private pay phones. A petition was
filed earlier this year by the two consumer groups charging that the five
AOSs were in violation of the Communications Act of 1934, which requires that
rates and practices be "just and reasonable." The five companies named were
Central Corporation; International Telecharge, Inc.; National Telephone Services, Inc.; Payline Systems, Inc.; and
Telesphere Network, Inc.
CA Executive Director Ken McEldowney said the FCC order would not
prevent the companies from charging
consumers two to five times as much as
AT&T's rates for the same call. In the
application for review of the FCC order,
the groups called on the FCC to provide
more protection for the consumer for
such services by requiring AOSs to apply
for certification as common carriers and
file detailed rate schedules.
On March 30, CA warned consumers
that beginning in April, callers making
long distance calls made from Pacific
Bell pay phones may not get the long
distance company they expect. As of
April I, operator-assisted and calling
card long distance calls made on PacBell
pay phones will no longer be automatically handled by AT&T. Because of a
ruling made by federal Judge Harold
Greene, who has been overseeing the
deregulation of the former Bell system,
property owners where pay phones are
located may now choose the company
that will handle operator-assisted long
distance calls on PacBell's 140,000 pay
phones throughout California. Currently,
eighteen companies compete for the longdistance calling business in the state.
CA advises consumers to read the
dialing instruction card at pay phones
to learn what company will facilitate
operator-assisted calls. Consumers using
coins at PacBell pay phones will automatically be connected with AT&T, while
those wishing to use a long distance
company other than that listed on the
instruction card must dial a code for the
particular company they want to handle
the call.
The 1989 CA Savings Account Survey released April 6 revealed that for
the first time in its sixteen-year history
of conducting the survey, commercial
banks are paying higher interest rates
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than are savings and loan institutions
(S&Ls) on certificates of deposit (CDs).
The survey of 62 California banks and
S&Ls plus 13 credit unions showed that
rates on CDs are climbing sharply, while
rates on "variable rate" regular savings
accounts have been virtually flat. According to CA, this trend benefits wealthier
depositors at the expense of low- and
moderate-income savers.
The savings account survey showed
large banks edging out S&Ls on rates
for six-month CDs and indicated that
CDs have outpaced savings accounts
since mid-1987. As of March 30, California's five largest banks were all paying
9% interest on six-month CDs, compared
to an average of 8.7% for the five largest
S&Ls. The five top banks were paying
5% on regular savings accounts with a
$2,500 balance, compared to 5.15% by
the five biggest S&Ls. CA said banks
with variable rate savings accounts lowered interest rates according to marketplace movement in the past few years,
but have not raised interest rates accordingly on the accounts when the interest
rates have gone up in the market. CA
contends the rates on savings accounts
should be raised sharply to reflect marketplace trends.
The savings account survey is being
distributed in bulk to social service
agencies throughout California, and is
available at no charge through CA 's
San Francisco office for those who send
a self-addressed, stamped envelope with
45 cents postage.
CA 's Banking Information Project is
working to educate low-income and nonEnglish-speaking people about banking
and financial services. (See CRLR Vol.
9, No. 2 (Spring I 989) p. 27 for background information.) The project draws
attention to institutions where consumers
may obtain free savings accounts and
have government checks cashed. Information on bilingual banking services and
a glossary of banking terms is also
available.
Telemarketing practices abuse and
resulting consumer complaints have become one of the state's major consumer
problems, according to CA. (See CRLR
Vol. 9, No. 2 (Spring 1989) p. 27 for
background information.) In April, CA
staff testified before the Assembly Utilities and Commerce Committee, urging
passage of a number of consumer protections against telemarketing abuse. CA
suggested that an asterisk be printed in
the telephone book next to the name of
any customer who does not wish to
receive telemarketing calls. CA also endorsed a proposal to have the PUC
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maintain a database of those who do
not wish to be solicited, and telemarketers would be required to remove those
numbers from their lists. CA also wants
telemarketers to be required to post
bonds from which fines for violations
could be paid, or from which injured
consumers could recover damages. The
cost of blocking telemarketing calls
should not be paid by consumers, and
telemarketers should be required to send
consumers written confirmation of any
sale over $25 agreed to over the phone,
CA asserted. Also, telemarketers should
be required to register with the Attorney
General information about any promotion involving premiums of $500 or
more. Finally, CA asserted that within
the first thirty seconds of a call, the
telemarketer should be required to ask
the consumer if they are interested in
hearing the solicitation. (For additional
information on this issue, see infra
agency report on PUBLIC UTILITIES
COMMISSION.)
CA announced a June 21 party celebrating its eighteenth birthday at the
Firehouse in San Francisco's Fort Mason
Center. CA members and the public
were invited to attend the fundraising
event which honored "Self-Help for the
Elderly," a nonprofit community group.

CONSUMERS UNION
1535 Mission St.
San Francisco, CA 94103
(415) 431-6747
Consumers Union (CU), the largest
consumer organization in the nation, is
a consumer advocate on a wide range of
issues in both federal and state forums.
At the national level, Consumers Union
publishes Consumer Reports. Historically, Consumers Union has been very active
in California consumer issues.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
CU hosted an April 12 news conference attended by New York state Superintendent of Insurance James Corcoran
and Assemblymember Patrick Johnston.
Johnston and CU are cosponsoring a
no-fault insurance bill, AB 354. Corcoran
discussed how his state's no-fault system
has stabilized the cost of auto insurance.
Johnston's bill is patterned after the New
York no-fault bill. (See CRLR Vol. 9,
No. 2 (Spring 1989) p. 88 and Vol. 9,
No. I (Winter 1989) pp. 19-20 for background information on AB 354.) CU
believes the no-fault legislation is a cost
containment measure that would elimin-
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ate up to 80% of current lawsuits by
restricting noneconomic "pain and suffering" claims.
CU has endorsed two health-related
bills in the legislature. AB 741 (Speier)
would help identify women in need of
drug and alcohol recovery services and
expand prenatal services. Programs would
be designed to meet women's needs for
child care, transportation and support
systems, and prenatal care services would
be available for women at risk. The bill
provides for coordination of services at
the state and county level. At this writing,
AB 741 is pending in the Assembly Ways
and Means Committee.
AB 328 (Margolin) would provide
basic health insurance coverage to 5.2
million uninsured Californians. This proposal would create a partnership in which
employees, employers, and the state
would pool their resources to make
affordable basic health coverage available to everyone. Some state funding
would come from Proposition 99 tobacco
tax funds, along with a payroll tax on
employers who do not offer health insurance coverage, and fees paid by employees. A California Health Plan Commission appointed by the legislature and
the Governor would be established to
negotiate contracts for basic health insurance coverage. This bill is also currently pending in the Assembly Ways
and Means Committee.
CU has formed the Retail Credit
Interest Rate Monitoring Project with
the California Public Interest Research
Group (CalPIRG), which will conduct
quarterly surveys of major retailers' interest rates. The surveys will be conducted
in major urban areas with a focus on
inner cities and low-income neighborhoods. The CU/ CalPIRG project will
document the impact of SB 2592's repeal
of the ceiling on retail credit card interest rates passed by the legislature last
year. (See CRLR Vol. 9, No. I (Winter
1989) p. 19 for background information.)
After CU/Ca!PIRG monitoring of the
three-year "deregulation" of the retail
rates under SB 2592, the consumer groups
hope to convince legislators to reimpose
the 18% interest ceiling in 1992.
CU has drafted and is organizing
support for a bill that will limit charges
for cashing checks and for issuing money
orders, require clear and conspicuous
disclosure of the charges, and prohibit
any extra "add-on" charges.
CU was recently awarded a contract
for $20,000 by the state Department of
Real Estate to prepare a brochure for
the agency which will provide consumers
with information and advice about secur-
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ing a home loan through a mortgage
broker. The brochure will assist consumers in understanding the role of a
mortgage broker and the various steps
in the broker-assisted mortgage loan
transaction.
Since January 12, CU has produced
a weekly half-hour radio talk show in
San Francisco called "Consumer Retorts." The San Francisco Unified
School District owns the radio station,
KALW-FM, and the program emphasizes discussion of policy issues that
affect consumers.

ENVIRONMENTAL
DEFENSE FUND
Rockridge Market Hall
5655 College Ave.
Oakland, CA 94618
(415) 658-8008
The Environmental Defense Fund
(EDF) was formed in 1967 by a group
of Long Island scientists and naturalists
concerned that DDT was poisoning the
environment. EDF was a major force
behind the 1972 federal ban of DDT.
Staffed by scientists, economists, and
attorneys, EDF is now a national organization working to protect the environment and the public health. Through
extensive scientific and economic research, EDF identifies and develops
solutions to environmental problems.
EDF currently concentrates on four
areas of concern: energy, toxics, water
resources and wildlife.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
The May issue of EDF Letter reported that two major California public
water supply agencies-one serving urban
customers and the other agricultural
users-signed an historic agreement in
January to conserve and exchange water.
This large-scale water marketing contract is viewed as a promising new approach to the state's water shortage
problems. Under the plan, the Metropolitan Water District of Southern California
(MWD) will pay the Imperial Water
District to line the bottoms of its leaking
irrigation canals and utilize other conservation measures. In exchange, MWD
will receive the long-term use of the
water saved by these measures. This
means that MWD will have a new supply
of water at a lower cost than building
new dams or river diversions. EDF strongly endorsed the agreement, saying it first
proposed such a water trade in a detailed
1983 report entitled Trading Conserva-

tion Investments for Water. (See supra
COMMENTARY and CRLR Vol. 9,
No. l (Winter 1989) p. I for detailed background information on this transaction.)
In January, EDF members and staff
were among the first to witness a major
diesel oil spill in Antarctica. The Argentine navy supply vessel Bahia Paraiso
ran aground near a U.S. research base
at Arthur Sound. Thousands of gallons
of oil leaked from the ship, creating an
oil slick stretching twenty miles across.
According to EDF's Antarctic protection
expert Bruce Manheim, the spill is wreaking environmental havoc with area wildlife. Virtually all of the 40,000 Adelie
penguins and their new chicks that Jive
on a nearby island were covered with
oil. The spill destroyed local populations
of krill (planktonic crustaceans), the
principal food of whales and the key
link in the Antarctic food chain.
According to EDF, the incident could
have been avoided since U.S. officials
warned the ship's captain not to exit
through an area identified on U.S. and
British charts as dangerous. However,
because Argentina claims to own Arthur
Harbor and its charts apparently carry
no warning, the ship's captain ignored
the admonition. "This incident reflects a
fundamental weakness of the Antarctic
Treaty system-the unwillingness of certain nations to heed the concerns of
others about the environment," Manheim
said. "Strong claims to territorial sovereignty have led Argentina and other
nations to ignore international agreements to protect Antarctica."
A 1988 EDF report entitled On Thin
Ice noted that the United States has also
violated the Antarctic Treaty by creating
an open trash dump near its research
station, polluting the area with PCBs
and toxic heavy metals. As a result,
U.S. negotiators find it difficult to convince other nations to comply with environmental rules, according to EDF.
Manheim outlined an agenda for priority
U.S. action, including swift compliance
with the Treaty and strong efforts to
persuade other Treaty nations to support
more stringent protection and enforcement provisions. EDF has asked Congress not to ratify a recent accord on oil
and gas exploration in Antarctica-at
least until a study of the January spill
has been completed and a clean-up liability plan adopted. Manheim urged
Congress to call for sanctions against
nations which violate rules created to
protect wildlife when considering ratification of the accord.
At EDF's urging, the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) has reversed itself
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and has agreed to comply with environmental law and health safeguards before
opening the Waste Isolation Pilot Project (WIPP) in a deep underground
cavern near Carlsbad, New Mexico. The
site is intended primarily for military
nuclear waste-most of it plutoniumcontaminated materials from the Rocky
Flats nuclear weapons plant near Boulder, Colorado.
EDF insisted that DOE must obey
hazardous waste laws and obtain a permit before it may ship waste from Rocky
Flats to WIPP. DOE has agreed to
revise its 1980 environmental impact
statement (EIS) to assess changes it has
made in regulations regarding nuclear
waste transportation and other practices.
EDF's Rocky Mountain office will work
to ensure the final EIS is adequate, that
the permit conditions effectively isolate
the nuclear waste from the environment,
and that DOE does not try to store the
material at WIPP before meeting safety
requirements and safeguards on transporting and handling nuclear waste for
temporary storage.

FUND FOR ANIMALS
Fort Mason Center, Bldg. C
San Francisco, CA 94123
(415) 474-4020
Founded in 1967, the Fund works
for wildlife conservation and to combat
cruelty to animals locally, nationally,
and internationally. Its motto is "we
speak for those who can't." The Fund's
activities include legislation, litigation,
education, and confrontation. Its New
York founder, Cleveland Amory, still
serves without salary as president and
chief executive officer.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
Fund President Cleveland Amory recently criticized the San Diego Zoological
Society during a state Senate hearing
and investigation into the alleged abuse
of African elephant Dunda by trainers
at the San Diego Wild Animal Park.
Speaking at a rally sponsored by San
Diego Animal Advocates, Amory said
the trainers' actions sent a message to
roadside zoos and circuses that it is
acceptable to beat elephants. At the
hearing, Dr. James Dolan defended the
zoo and the Wild Animal Park, calling
Amory's remarks an "unfortunate attack".
San Diego Zoo employee Lisa Landres, who testified as a witness before the
Senate Committee on Natural Resources
and Wildlife, said that during her six
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years of working with Dunda, the animal
was never aggressive and never viewed
"as a threat to anyone's safety." According to the Fund's Fall 1988 newsletter,
Wild Animal Park keeper Steve FriedJund blew the whistle on beatings ordered
by head trainer Alan Roocroft. Hearing
witnesses said Dunda was beaten on
either side of her head with axe handles
in blows "delivered with great force"
similar to "a home run swing." Dunda
was struck over 100 times and finally
"rolled over on her side and moaned,"
according to Friedlund. Insurance executive Peter Van Eepoel testified that he
had seen another elephant beating incident at the Wild Animal Park three
years earlier when a trainer beat the
animal several times across the eyes.
California Fund for Animals was
pleased by the 1988 passage of AB 2863
(LaFollette), which provides a possible
felony conviction for anyone who "maliciously and intentionally maims, mutilates, tortures, wounds, or kills an
animal." Previously, felony charges
applied only to animal owners, while
cruelties against strays and wildlife were
misdemeanors.
In addition to the bills reported in
detail in CRLR Vol. 9, No. 2 (Spring
1989) at page 29, Fund for Animals has
taken a support position on the following
1989 legislation:
-AB 2001 (Farr) would prohibit pet
shops from selling puppies under twelve
weeks old and allow customers who buy
sick puppies to be reimbursed for veterinary bills.
-AB 2461 (O'Connell) would ban the
"draize" and "lethal dose test 50" tests
in California. In the draize test, rabbits
are placed in restraints while various
household products are sprayed into
their eyes. In the LD-50 test, animals
are fed or injected with cosmetics and
other products until they die.
-SB 892 (McCorquodale) would prohibit the beating of and use of electric
prods on elephants.
-SB 1110 (Marks) would ban veal
calf crates and would mandate a larger
enclosure which would allow the calf to
lie down and turn around comfortably.
-SB 1587 (Roberti) would make cock
fighting a felony.
The Fund opposes SB 869 (Rogers),
which would permit disabled veterans to
purchase a hunting license for $2.
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ICAN (INSURANCE CONSUMER
ACTION NETWORK)
3580 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 1740
Los Angeles, CA 90010
(213) 387-2515
The Insurance Consumer Action Network (ICAN), organized in January 1986,
is a coalition of individuals and organizations committed to providing a consumer perspective to balance insurance
industry lobbying, and to being involved
in the process which shapes and protects
insurance consumers' rights and interests
at state and national levels. Presently
based in Los Angeles, ICAN affiliates
include Common Cause, Consumers
Union and Public Advocates; it is working to establish a presence in other states.
ICAN/ Legislate, a network of state legislators who are members of policy committees which consider insurance issues,
is intended to offset the influence of a
similar industry group and will develop
public policy, conduct research, and draft
model legislation in the interests of the
insurance consumer.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
In late April, ICAN sponsored a Los
Angeles conference called "Paving the
Road to Lower Costs." The conference
brought together a variety of viewpoints
and constituencies that explored and
supported the goals of ICAN's agenda.
Topics of the conference included:
-reduction of auto theft, including
use of sensors on vehicles for earlier
recovery when stolen;
-reduction of physical damage costs
by use of lower-cost replacement parts
and improved manufacturer safety standards;
-examination of better safety measures;
-justice issues, such as the debate
over collateral sources of compensation,
the use of alternative dispute resolution
methods, and reforms such as no-fault;
-the problem of increased auto insurance fraud and how law enforcement
resources can be effectively used to mitigate this growing loss factor; and
-workplace safety and worker compensation.
Reacting to the state Supreme Court's
May 4 unanimous decision upholding
Proposition 103, ICAN Executive Director Steven Miller said he expects some
insurance rate rollbacks and rebates, but
primarily in the homeowner and renter
insurance lines and in the physical damages coverage of auto insurance. He indicated that the key liability portions of
auto insurance premiums may not be
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reduced at all.
On May 9, ICAN joined with Consumers Union and Common Cause to
request that Insurance Commissioner
Gillespie approve advance payments to
the three groups for intervening on behalf of consumers in insurance ratesetting
hearings. The groups said their resources
are inadequate to participate in state
Insurance Department hearings on hundreds of insurance company requests for
exemptions from the rate rollbacks mandated by Proposition 103. A clause of
the initiative allows payment by insurance companies of intervenor fees by
those participating on behalf of consumers when the intervenor demonstrates
a substantial contribution to the adoption of any order, regulation, or decision
on rates. The funds would be paid after
the fact, however, not in advance. The
organizations said it is important for
consumer groups to provide independent
analyses at the hearings, but that they
could not appear at many of the hearings
without advance funding which is needed
to examine insurance company books
and to pay expert witnesses and actuaries.
At this writing, Commissioner Gillespie
has not yet responded to the request.

LEAGUE FOR COASTAL
PROTECTION
P.O. Box 421698
San Francisco, CA 94142-1698
(415) 777-0220
Created in 1981, the League for
Coastal Protection (LCP) is a coalition
of citizen organizations and individuals
working to preserve California's coast.
It is the only statewide organization concentrating all its efforts on protecting
the coast. The League maintains a constant presence in Sacramento and monitors Coastal Commission hearings.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
LCP believes SB 1500 (Hart), the
Clean Ocean Act, represents the centerpiece of state coastal conservation efforts
for years to come. The March/ April
issue of LCP's Coastlines newsletter
noted that SB 1500 is "the single most
ambitious and comprehensive piece of
coastal legislation since the 1976 Coastal
Act." Support for SB 1500 is LCP's
number one legislative priority this year.
The Clean Ocean Act focuses on
improving coastal water quality and emphasizes the threats posed by offshore
oil drilling, discharge of toxic substances,
and dumping of inadequately treated
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sewage. The bill would strengthen the
enforcement powers of the Coastal Commission by allowing it to issue cease and
desist orders for violations, and would
increase civil fines up to $20,000 per
violation with additional punitive damages for intentional violations. It would
prohibit new development in wetlands
and potentially harmful developments
adjacent to wetlands. Under the bill, the
Commission could require that existing
oil and gas operations in federal offshore
waters result in no degradation of onshore air quality, no damage to the
marine environment from dumping of
drilling muds or other hazards, and a
90% oil spill clean-up capability. At this
writing, SB 1500 is pending in the Senate
Committee on Natural Resources and
Wildlife.
LCP believes SB 1500 is a fitting
companion to federal legislation introduced in January by Representative Barbara Boxer. Her bill, the California
Ocean Sanctuary and Fisheries Enhancement Act, would provide protection
against additional drilling in federal
waters off the state's coast.
Immediately following the March 28
Exxon Valdez oil spill in Alaska, several
members of the California congressional
delegation called on the Bush administration to cancel preparations for oil
lease sales off the California coast while
a White House task force examines the
impact of offshore oil drilling operations.
(See CRLR Vol. 9, No. 2 (Spring 1989)
p. 30 and Vol. 9, No. I (Winter 1989) p. 22
for background information.) U.S. Department of the Interior Secretary Manuel Lujan had stated there was no reason
to stop lease sale preparations while the
task force study is under way. The task
force's report is to be presented to President Bush by January I, 1990.
In early April, Representative Mel
Levine and a number of other federal
officials from California said internal
Reagan White House documents downplayed and intentionally suppressed information about the risks of drilling in
California coastal zones. According to
Levine, data about the likelihood of a
major oil spill, dangers from oil tanker
traffic, and the ineffectiveness of oil
clean-up technologies was deleted from
government reports on planned oil lease
sales. Levine, Senator Alan Cranston,
and other congressmembers called on
President Bush to cancel four scheduled
California lease sales.
A national coalition of environmental
and consumer groups announced a longterm boycott of Exxon products because
of the inadequate and incompetent man-

ner in which the huge corporation has
handled the clean-up of the Exxon Valdez catastrophe. The groups are also
outraged over the increase of gasoline
prices since the oil spill. At a May 3
news conference in Washington, D.C.,
the groups, led by consumer advocate
Ralph Nader, said Exxon should establish a $ I billion trust fund to clean up
the Alaska environment. Nader also
recommended that Exxon send a halfdozen of its top executives to participate
directly in the clean-up effort. Thousands
of consumers have cut up and returned
their Exxon credit cards or notified
Exxon that they will stop using the company's products. Information on the
Exxon boycott is available by writing or
calling Citizens for Environmental Responsibility, JOI Church Street, Suite 6,
Los Gatos, CA 95032; (408) 399-0339.
Contributions to the campaign may be
made by calling (800) 453-4000.

NATURAL RESOURCES
DEFENSE COUNCIL
90 New Montgomery St., Suite 620
San Francisco, CA 94105
(415) 777-0220
The Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC) is a nonprofit environmental
advocacy organization with a nationwide
membership of more than 70,000 individuals, more than 13,000 of whom reside in California. Since 1972, NRDC's
western office in San Francisco has been
active on a wide range of California,
western, and national environmental
issues. Most of that work is now grouped
under five subject-matter headings: public lands, coastal resources, pesticides,
energy, and water supply. In these areas,
NRDC lawyers and scientists work on
behalf of underrepresented environmental quality interests before numerous state
and federal forums. Public health concerns are increasingly a priority, in addition to conservation of nonrenewable
resources and ecosystem preservation.
NRDC has been active in developing
energy conservation alternatives to new
power plants and offshore oil drilling,
and resource-conserving land use policies
in California's coastal counties and federally-managed lands. Notable recent achievements claimed by NRDC include leadership of coalitions which have developed
broadly-supported federal legislative initiatives on pesticide regulation and efficiency standards for household appliances.
Agricultural water supply and drainage
issues are taking on growing importance
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with NRDC, including the widely-publicized contamination of the Kesterson
Wildlife Refuge and the broader policy
issues underlying that crisis. In California, NRDC appears frequently before
the Coastal Commission, Energy Commission, and Public Utilities Commission. NRDC also maintains offices m
New York and Washington, D.C.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
Headed by a team of attorneys and
scientists, NRDC recently launched its
"Atmosphere Protection Initiative" (API)
to address the problem of global warming. The environmental group is calling
API the most comprehensive and aggressive campaign in its twenty-year history.
NRDC staff members have prepared a
policy paper describing in detail the
global warming problem and needed
policy responses, and is developing a
comprehensive program of action. Project
staff report that by burning fossil fuels
and destroying the world's forests,
humans are adding over five billion tons
of carbon dioxide to the atmosphere each
year. Chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) and
halons-increasing by 5-10% annuallyare also contributing to the "greenhouse"
effect as they destroy the protective stratospheric ozone layer. The effects of a
warmer climate can be devastating, including reduced agricultural production,
rising ocean levels, and the destruction
of oxygen-producing vegetation.
NRDC's primary goal is to induce
nations to decrease greenhouse gas emissions. The United States must take the
lead in this effort through reducing
emissions by 20% by the year 2000,
according to the policy paper. Even if
nuclear power were safe, it could not
come on line quickly enough or be economically feasible to address the global
warming problem, according to NRDC
staff member David Wirth. Because coal
and oil burning accounts for more than
half of all greenhouse gases, the United
States must commit to a national energy
plan that decreases oil and coal use by
50% by 2015.
NRDC is working with Congress and
the states to see that strict energy efficiency standards are enacted in the areas
of improved lighting, higher-mileage
vehicles, more efficient electric motors
and heaters, and more extensive use of
insulation. Japan has a similar industrial
output to that of the United States, but
utilizes only half the energy. Last year,
NRDC filed a legal challenge to the
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration's decision to roll back auto fuel
efficiency standards for I 989 cars from
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27.5 to 26.5 miles per gallon. That rollback would result in the burning of an
additional billion gallons of gasoline over
the lifetime of the vehicles.
NRDC is also working with international aid and development programs
to stem the destruction of tropical rain
forests and promote tree planting everywhere. Finally, NRDC is helping to spur
international agreements on phasing out
CFCs by 1995. (See CRLR Vol. 8, No.
4 (Fall 1988) p. 24 and Vol. 8, No. I
(Winter 1988) p. 29 for background information.)
Millions of Americans can now see
an NRDC-produced public service announcement urging them to help stop
air pollution. Over 150 television stations
have indicated they will give the advertisement airtime without charge as a public
service. The ad features a dramatic view
of the Statue of Liberty surrounded by
scaffolding during its renovation, with
narration stating that air pollution caused
millions of dollars of damages to the
symbol of freedom. "If air pollution can
do that to copper, iron, and steel, imagine
what it's doing to you," the ad says.
Last fall, NRDC Board Chair Adrian
DeWind and former Secretary of State
Cyrus Vance convened a meeting ofleading American experts to review options
for the new administration on banning
nuclear weapons explosions. During the
so-called Belmont Conference, they
reached consensus on a recommendation
that U.S. nuclear testing be phased out
in three stages over the next six years on
a reciprocal and verifiable basis with the
Soviet Union. A 78-page report on the
Belmont Conference was prepared and
has been submitted to the White House
and Congress for consideration. The report, entitled "Phasing Out Nuclear
Weapons Testing," is available from
NRDC for $6.
NRDC's Nuclear Test Ban Verification· Project was honored by the American
Association for the Advancement of
Science (AAAS) with this year's prestigious Scientific Freedom and Responsibility Award. (See CRLR Vol. 9, No. 2
(Spring 1989) p. 31 and Vol. 8, No. 3
(Summer 1988) pp. 28-29 for further
information.) AAAS cited NRDC's scientific exchange with the Soviet Academy
of Sciences as the "bold and successful
initiation of a nuclear test ban verification project requiring in-country monitoring in both the U.S. and USSR, which
demonstrates how scientists can contribute in a responsible way to the process
of nuclear arms control."
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NETWORK PROJECT
P.O. Box 1736
Santa Monica, CA 90406
(213) 383-9618
The Network Project (NP) is a nonprofit, tax-deductible consumer research
organization established in 1985 to monitor the impact of new technologies on
consumers and the exercise of consumer
rights in the marketplace. The project
focuses on how high technology can be
used to both protect consumers and enhance citizen participation in democratic
institutions. The bimonthly newsletter
Network provides subscribers with information on consumer issues, including
articles on state and federal consumerrelated activities. The Consumer Alert
bulletin is published periodically to inform members of critical developments
on consumer issues.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
The long-awaited report on consumer
billing complaints being prepared jointly
by Network Project and the Washington,
D.C. Center for the Study of Responsive
Law has been delayed again. The groups
hope to announce completion of the
report during 1989. (See CRLR Vol. 8,
No. 2 (Spring 1988) p. 23 for background
information.)

PACIFIC LEGAL FOUNDATION
2700 Gateway Oaks Dr., Suite 200
Sacramento, CA 95833
(916) 641-8888
The Pacific Legal Foundation (PLF)
is a public interest law firm which supports free enterprise, private property
rights, and individual freedom. PLF devotes most of its resources to litigation,
presently participating in more than JOO
cases in state and federal courts.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
In March, PLF cosponsored with
the American Law Institute and the
American Bar Association a national
conference in Los Angeles on "Inverse
Condemnation and Related Government
Liability." More than 150 people attended the three-day course. The conference
covered the landmark U.S. Supreme
Court decisions in Nol/an v. California
Coastal Commission and First English
Evangelical Lutheran Church of Glendale
v. County of Los Angeles, which held
that government may not use its regulatory powers to take private property
without compensating the owner. PLF
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believes the two rulings strengthened
private property rights more than any
others in the past fifty years.
The conference also focused on former
President Reagan's Executive Order
12630 requiring federal agencies to comply with the private property principles
affirmed in Nol/an. Other topics discussed at the conference included the
broader issue of regulatory takings and
how land use controls may subject municipalities to financial liability for taking
private property.
PLF has inaugurated a computerized
National Legal Research Center known
as the "Nerve Center." The new facility
will establish a data base of legal memoranda, briefs, and pleadings to permit
individuals and organizations seeking to
ensure limited government, a free market,
and private property rights to have easy
access to top quality legal research. The
Center-which will be housed at PLF's
Sacramento headquarters-is being implemented in stages and is expected to
be fully operational during 1990.
In March, the California Court of
Appeal ruled in California Building
Industry Association v. Newhall School
District that the Newhall School District
did not have authority to levy taxes
based on passage of Proposition 13. PLF
participated as an amicus in the case,
arguing that the special tax on new construction eroded the original intent of
Proposition 13. PLF further asserted
that the initiative specifically limits
abusive taxes and permits only the state
and cities-not school districts-to levy
additional taxes after receiving voter
approval. PLF claimed that after the
tax was approved by voters, new home
prices jumped nearly $10,000. Residents
who voted for the measure were exempt
from the tax. The Newhall School District sought review of the decision by
the state Supreme Court, but review
was denied.
In Keller v. State Bar, No. SF25050
(Feb. 23, 1989), PLF represented several
California attorneys challenging the State
Bar's political activities. The suit, argued
in 1987, claimed that use of Bar members' mandatory dues for political activities violated the members' First Amendment rights to freedom of speech. This
spring, the California Supreme Court
ruled that the Bar is not entitled to take
positions in election contests, but upheld
the Bar's lobbying and litigation activities
that are unrelated to its role as regulator
of the legal profession. In its 4-3 ruling,
the Court said the Bar is a government
entity and is free to speak on any topic
authorized by the legislature. Since the
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legislature was aware of the Bar's activities, the court reasoned, its political and
ideological actions were authorized. PLF
is petitioning the U.S. Supreme Court
for a review of the case. (See CRLR
Vol. 9, No. 2 (Spring 1989) p. 123 for
further information on the Keller case.)

PLANNING AND
CONSERVATION LEAGUE
909 12th St., Suite 203
Sacramento, CA 95814
(916) 444-8726
The Planning and Conservation
League (PCL) is a nonprofit statewide
alliance of several thousand citizens and
more than 120 conservation organizations devoted to promoting sound environmental legislation in California. Located
in Sacramento, PCL actively lobbies for
legislation to preserve California's coast;
to prevent dumping of toxic wastes into
air, water, and land; to preserve wild
and scenic rivers; and to protect open
space and agricultural land.
PCL is the oldest environmental lobbying group in the state. Founded in 1965
by a group of citizens concerned about
uncontrolled development throughout
the state, PCL has fought for two
decades to develop a body of resourceprotective environmental law which will
keep the state beautiful and productive.
PCL's promotional literature states
that it has been active in every major
environmental effort in California and a
participant in the passage of several
pieces of significant legislation, including the California Environmental Quality
Act, the Coastal Protection Law, the act
creating the Bay Conservation and Development Commission, the Lake Tahoe
Compact Act, the Energy Commission
Act, the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act,
and laws which enhance the quality of
urban environments.
PCL is supported by individual and
group membership fees, with a current
membership of more than 7,000 individuals. PCL established its nonprofit, taxdeductible PCL Foundation in 1971,
which is supported by donations from
individuals, other foundations, and government grants. The Foundation specializes in research and public education
programs on a variety of natural resource
issues. It has undertaken several major
projects, including studies of the California coast, water quality, river recreation
industries, energy pricing, land use, the
state's environmental budget, and implementation of environmental policies.

MAJOR PROJECTS:

PCL Chief Counsel Corey Brown is
monitoring how funds generated from
Proposition 99, the tobacco tax initiative,
are spent, to ensure the money is not
diverted from health and environmental
purposes. (See CRLR Vol. 9, No. 2
(Spring 1989) p. 32 and Vol. 8, No. 4
(Fall 1988) pp. 13 and 26 for background
information.) PCL supports AB 1961
(Costa) and SB 1399 (McCorquodale),
bills currently pending in the legislature
which would provide an additional $16
million each year for wildlife and parks
projects from Proposition 99 tax revenues.
According to PCL's April California
Today newsletter, a number of bills have
been introduced to divert money from
Proposition 70, the 1988 Wildlife and
Parks Initiative. (See CRLR Vol. 9, No.
2 (Spring 1989) p. 32 and Vol. 9, No. I
(Winter 1989) p. 24 for background information.) In some cases, PCL says the
Governor is moving too slowly to acquire
designated lands as required under the
law. PCL reports that nearly one square
mile of land known as Pogonip near the
University of Santa Cruz has been purchased for $15 million. The meadows
and forest area will become one of the
nation's most spectacular urban parks,
according to PCL. More than 65 other
Proposition 70 land acquisition projects
are moving forward.
PCL has assumed the role of campaign manager for the proposed statewide initiative to ban the sport hunting
of mountain lions. (See CRLR Vol. 9,
No. 2 (Spring 1989) p. 32 for background
information.) The initiative was filed
with the Attorney General in April, and
signature-gathering began in June. The
effort has five months to obtain at least
600,000 signatures of registered voters,
or 4,000 signatures per day. The initiative
would provide significant new funding
for deer and endangered species habitat.
The goal is to provide at least $30 million
per year for habitat preservation for
thirty years. Environmentalists assert
that cougars are cruelly hunted by dogs
which chase the big cats until they are
exhausted and corner them in a tree,
enabling a hunter to shoot the animal at
close range.
PCL is helping to lead the campaign
to improve public transportation in California. The rail transportation bond act,
AB 973 (Costa), has gained cosponsorship by a majority of the Assembly
Transportation Committee. Since PCL
believes that Governor Deukmejian will
not sign the bill, the group is developing
an initiative bond act for rail transportation. To be successful with such an initia-
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tive, PCL and other supporters must
raise at least $700,000 to get the measure
on the ballot and run a modest statewide
campaign.
State Senator Dan McCorquodale
has been selected as PCL's 1988 Legislator of the Year. Senator McCorquodale
chairs the Natural Resources and Wildlife Committee, and has constantly
worked hard to maintain California's
high standards of environmental protection, according to PCL. According to
the March issue of California Today,
McCorquodale authored a bill to prevent
acid rain, another to require the Department of Fish and Game to inspect areas
proposed for logging, and carried a bill
to increase state wetlands by 50% in the
next twelve years.

PUBLIC ADVOCATES
1535 Mission St.
San Francisco, CA 94103
(415) 431-7430
Public Advocates (PA) is a nonprofit public interest law firm concentrating on the areas of education, employment, health, housing, and consumer
affairs. PA is committed to providing
legal representation to the poor, racial
minorities, the elderly, women, and other
legally underrepresented groups. Since
its founding in 1971, PA has filed over
I00 class action suits and represented
more than 70 organizations, including
the NAACP, the League of United Latin
American Citizens, the National Organization for Women, and the Gray Panthers.
MAJOR PROJECTS:

Public Advocates chairs a coalition
of more than seventy organizations
known as Health Access, which recently
called on the legislature to enact a universal, affordable, comprehensive health
care plan. According to PA, over 5.2
million Californians lack health insurance. Assemblymember Margolin has
agreed to carry AB 328, which would
provide basic health care for all Californians. Health Access is also actively
exploring the possibility of a universal
health care initiative in 1990.
AB 328 would assure all Californians
a minimum package of basic health benefits, including dental services. Some
funding for the program would derive
from a payroll tax paid by companies
which choose not to provide coverage
for their workers; other funds would
come from employees and the state. It
would require the state Insurance Com-
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m1ss10ner to regulate health insurance
rates, allowing increases for inflation.
Margolin seeks up to 70% of the new
revenue from the Proposition 99 cigarette tax in addition to the $546 million
per year the state now spends for care of
the indigent. The bill would also provide
tax breaks for businesses. AB 328 passed
the Assembly Finance and Insurance
Committee on May 9 and is pending in
the Assembly Ways and Means Committee.
In May, PA announced that its advocacy on behalf of twelve minority and
consumer groups-including the Latino
Issues Forum, the League of United
Latin American Citizens, and Consumer
Action-with regard to 976/900 calling
services has resulted in the imposition of
wide-ranging consumer safeguards by the
Public Utilities Commission (PUC) on
telephone companies. (See CRLR Vol.
9, No. 2 (Spring 1989) pp. 32-33 for
background information.) PacBell has
agreed to provide comprehensive, multilingual, multi-media information to all
customers regarding their right to refunds and blocking options. The phone
company will also automatically cut off
976/900 access when customers' bills
exceed $150 in order to protect families
from too many unauthorized calls by
minors. Thus far, according to PA,
PacBell and General Telephone have refunded over $20 million and at least one
million customers have received free
976/900 call blocking.
PA is counsel for a coalition of eighteen minority, homeless, and disabled
groups called the Greenlining Coalition,
which is currently attempting to compel
savings and loan companies to address
the problem of homelessness and affordable housing. PA would like to see homeless people bailed out of their problems
just as S&Ls are being bailed out under
the Community Reinvestment Act. The
Greenlining Coalition hopes to compel
major banks to begin "greenlining" rather
than redlining low-income communities.
In April, the Coalition held a protest at
the Oakland branch of American Savings
and Loan to oppose the $1. 7 billion
bailout of that S&L and its refusal to
lend money to poor and inner city residents. The Coalition pointed out that
$1. 7 billion is more than double the
total 1990 federal allocation for the homeless nationwide.
On April 15, the Greenlining Coalition
presented a resolution to the Black
Mayors Conference linking the proposed
$110 billion federal S&L bailout to a
bailout of the homeless and a revitalization of inner cities. It also presented a
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"Neighborhood Greenlining Plan" that
would provide $50 billion in low-cost
housing commitments, and a "Depositor
Revolt" calling for a massive transfer of
savings accounts to those S&Ls that support the Neighborhood Greenlining plan.
PA also represents a coalition of
Hispanic, black, and community groups
seeking a low-cost, no-frills, no-fault auto
insurance program. According to PA,
six million Californians at the lowest
end of the economic scale cannot afford
auto insurance, and Proposition 103 does
not address their problems. The group
has proposed a $160 per year plan that
has received a favorable response from
the Insurance Commissioner. PA says
the plan would be available to all Californians and would help lower everyone's
auto insurance rates. Those who wish
additional coverage would be free to
purchase it. The $160 proposal would
provide the equivalent of $15,000 /
$30,000 liability coverage.
PA continues its intervention in PUC
proceedings on the proposed takeover
of San Diego Gas & Electric Company
(SDG&E) by Southern California Edison
(Edison). (See CRLR Vol. 9, No. I (Winter 1989) p. 24 for background information.) Numerous groups, including the
Western Region of the NAACP, have
hired PA to represent them. The coalition contends that the takeover is not
in the public interest, pointing out that
no minority person holds a policymaking
position at Edison, and that only two
blacks and three Hispanics are among
the top 300 employees at Edison. PA
has also criticized Edison's failure to
address affordable energy prices for lowincome customers. On behalf of the coalition, PA has testified at congressional
and state legislative hearings, arguing
that Edison's philanthropic contributions
to the Hispanic and black communities
are the equivalent of one penny per
Hispanic served, and less than two cents
per black customer.
On April 25, San Francisco Superior
Court Judge Ira Brown awarded $388,049
to Public Advocates for its successful
participation in the thirteen-year-old
Levi Strauss price-fixing litigation, which
was settled in 1980 for $12.5 million.
(See CRLR Vol. 6, No. 2 (Spring 1986)
p. 27 for background information.) The
advocacy of PA and the Center for Law
in the Public Interest resulted in a March
1986 California Supreme Court order
creating a consumer trust fund from a
portion of the settlement; Judge Brown's
order also allocated $3.15 million into
that trust fund.
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PUBLIC INTEREST
CLEARINGHOUSE
200 McAllister St.
San Francisco, CA 94102-4978
(415) 565-4695
The Public Interest Clearinghouse
(PIC) is a resource and coordination
center for public interest law and statewide legal services. PIC is partially sponsored by four northern California law
schools: Hastings School of Law, University of Santa Clara School of Law,
Golden Gate School of Law, and University of California at Davis School of
Law. The Clearinghouse is also funded
by the California Legal Services Trust
Fund and a subgrant from the Legal
Services Corporation.
Through the Legal Services Coordination Project, PIC serves as a general
resource center for all legal services
programs in California and other states
in the Pacific region. Services include
information on funding sources and regulations, administrative materials, and
coordination of training programs.
PIC's Public Interest Users Group
(PUG) addresses the needs of computer
users in the public interest legal community. Members include legal services
programs in the western region of the
United States, State Bar Trust Fund
recipients, and other professionals in
various stages of computerization. PUG
coordinates training events and user
group meetings, and serves as a clearinghouse for information shared by public
interest attorneys.
PIC's bi-weekly "Public Interest Employment Report" lists positions for a
variety of national, state, and local
public interest organizations, including
openings for attorneys, administrators,
paralegals, and fundraisers. There is no
charge for listing jobs in the employment
report. A job resource library at PIC's
office is available to employment report
subscribers and to the general public.
PIC's public interest law program at
the four sponsoring law schools helps
prepare students to be effective advocates for the poor and other disadvantaged members of society. A project
known as "PALS"-the Public Interest
Attorney-Law Student Liaison Programmatches interested law students with
practitioners in the field for informal
discussions about the practice of law.
PIC's Academic Project promotes
and facilitates the interaction of law
school faculty and legal services attorneys in furtherance of law in the public
interest. Faculty members assist practicing attorneys with legal services cases,
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and staff attorneys help faculty with
research and course materials.
PIC publishes the Directory of Bay
Area Public Interest Organizations,
which lists over 600 groups and information on their services and fees. PIC also
publishes the Directory of Public Interest Law Firms in Fifteen Northern California Counties, which lists over 150
for-profit law firms which devote a substantial portion of their legal work to
the public interest.
PIC publishes the Public Interest Advocate, a newsletter of its public interest
law program. The newsletter prints information on part-time and summer positions available to law students. It is
published August through April for law
students in northern California. Listings
are free and must be received by the
tenth of the month.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
PIC has suspended publication of its
quarterly newsletter Impact, largely because its new LegalAid/Net computer network provides the information much more
quickly and easily. (See CRLR Vol. 9,
No. 2 (Spring 1989) p. 33 and Vol. 9,
No. I (Winter 1989) p. 25 for background
information.) Poverty law firm subscribers to Lega!Aid/Net now have access to
the advocacy groups and service providers
that subscribe to Lega!Aid/Net carrier
HandsNet of Santa Cruz. HandsNet links
about 160 groups working on poverty
and homelessness issues. At this writing,
Lega!Aid/Net is operating in approximately twenty California agencies and
in at least half a dozen groups in other
states. A system of twenty New England
agencies are expected to hook up, along
with groups in Pennsylvania. Computer
files on immigration and economic development were expected to be included
by June.

SIERRA CLUB
Legislative Office
1014 Ninth St., Suite 201
Sacramento, CA 95814
(916) 444-6906
The Sierra Club has 155,000 members in California and over 400,000
members nationally, and works actively
on environmental and natural resource
protection issues. The Club is directed
by volunteer activists.
In California, Sierra Club has thirteen
chapters, some with staffed offices. Sierra
Club maintains a legislative office in
Sacramento to lobby on numerous state
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issues, including toxics and pesticides,
air and water quality, parks, forests,
land use, energy, coastal protection,
water development, and wildlife. In addition to lobbying the state legislature, the
Club monitors the activities of several
state agencies: the Air Resources Board,
Coastal Commission, Department of
Health Services, Parks Department, and
Resources Agency. The Sacramento office
publishes three newsletters: Legislative
Agenda (25 times per year); and Toxics
Insider and Coastal Insider (each about
four times per year). The Sierra Club
Committee on Political Education
(SCCOPE) is the Club's political action
committee, which endorses candidates
and organizes volunteer support in election campaigns.
The Sierra Club maintains national
headquarters in San Francisco, and operates a legislative office in Washington,
D.C., and regional offices in several cities
including Oakland and Los Angeles.

MAJOR PROJECTS:
Sierra Club supports AB 284 (Hannigan), which would help ensure continuation of California's Williamson Actthe state's sole effort to conserve its
agricultural land base. Since 1965, the
Williamson Act has protected millions
of acres of farmland from the pressures
of urban sprawl, while simultaneously
preserving inter-urban open space buffer
zones, watershed lands, and valuable wildlife habitat. Under the law, landowners
who agree to keep their lands in agricultural or open space use are granted a
tax break. By indexing to the rate of
inflation, AB 284 would increase the
"subvention payments" made to local
governments for lands covered by Williamson Act contracts. Several financially
strapped counties have indicated that
this long overdue fiscal assistance from
the state will enable them to continue
offering Williamson Act agricultural land
and open space contracts to landowners
in their jurisdictions.
Forests throughout the state would
receive a big boost under AB 348 (Sher,
Connelly, and Torres), the California
Reforestation and Urban Forestry Act
of 1990. The bill would place a $300
million bond act on the 1990 ballot,
allocating $200 million to reforest approximately one million acres of state
wildlands with 600 million tree seedlings.
The other $100 million would be used
for urban forestry projects and the planting of four million trees. Sierra Club
insists the reforestation will help reduce
the greenhouse effect because trees absorb carbon dioxide and create oxygen.
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AB 348 would also provide protection
for wildlife habitats, stabilize watersheds,
and reduce the need for logging the last
native stands of forest in California,
such as the redwoods.
The Club opposes AB 2496 (Harvey),
which would enact a rigid and limited
definition of wetlands, replacing the current definitions and removing essential
protections for some wetlands wildlife
habitat areas. The proposed definition
of wetlands would exclude areas such as
mud flats, salt ponds, and vernal pools,
not providing for their protection. This
bill has been referred for interim study.
Consistent with the recent decision
by the European Economic Community
to seek a total ban on production of
chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) by 2000,
and an increasing need to reduce fossil
fuel burning by enacting more energy
efficiency measures and developing renewal energy technologies, Sierra Club
supports the following bills addressing
the global warming problem:
-AB 1736 (Friedman) would require
the state Air Resources Board (ARB) to
adopt and implement standards for the
control of CFC emissions from new
motor vehicles. This bill is pending in the
Assembly Ways and Means Committee.
-AB 1718 (Hayden) would require
the use of ARB-approved recycling and
recovery equipment when servicing vehicle air conditioners with CFC refrigerants. This bill is pending in the Assembly
Ways and Means Committee.
-AB 2020 (Cortese) would prohibit
the manufacture, distribution, and sale
of products with polystyrene plastic if it
is made with CFC blowing agents. This
bill is pending in the Assembly Ways
and Means Committee.
-AB 2151 (W. Brown) would require
the California Energy Commission's
(CEC) biennial Electricity Report to take
into account impacts on air quality, carbon dioxide emissions, and other warming gases in considering alternative
electric generation options. This bill is
pending in the Assembly Ways and
Means Committee.
-AB 2395 (Sher) would provide a
strategy for reducing greenhouse gases
by adding to the statutory mandate of
the CEC a requirement to implement
energy consumption reduction measures
through conservation and use of renewable resources. This bill is pending in
the Assembly Ways and Means Committee.
-AB 2404 (Connelly) would prohibit,
after January 1, 1992, the sale of CFC
coolants for use in mobile air conditioners. This bill is pending in the Assembly
Natural Resources Committee.

-SB 345 (Torres) would require the
CEC to conduct a study to determine
the energy conservation and global warming benefits of requiring the use of surface reflectance of buildings, streets and
highways. This bill is pending in the
Senate Committee on Energy and Public
Utilities.
-SB 1006 (Leonard) would establish
a state sales and use tax exemption for
the purchase of "low emission" vehicles,
based on certification by the ARB. This
bill is pending in the Senate Appropriations Committee.
-SB 1527 (Hart) would require the
CEC to consider the environmental costs
of consuming fossil fuels when establishing energy conservation standards for
buildings. This bill is pending on the
Senate floor.
-SB 1679 (Hart) would require the
CEC to develop and implement a state
Vehicle Fuel Economy Incentive Program, by developing a motor vehicle
registration fee system based on the fuel
economy of newly registered vehicles.
This bill is pending in the Senate Committee on Transportation.
In April, representatives of the ten
largest national environmental organizations, including Sierra Club, attacked
President Bush's nomination of James
Cason to oversee the U.S. Forest Service
as an assistant secretary of agriculture.
Cason and two other environmental position nominees were tagged as "out of
the Watt school" by environmentalists.
James Watt is a former Interior Secretary under President Reagan, forced out
by controversy and by pressure from
environmentalists. The ten environmental
groups said Cason, as a deputy assistant
Interior secretary under Reagan, played
a central role in "processes and decisions
that favored resource exploitation at the
expense of environment at every single
turn." They also criticized Cason for
blocking endangered species status for
the northern spotted owl, a decision held
by a federal court to be "arbitrary and
capricious."

TURN (TOWARD UTILITY RATE
NORMALIZATION)
693 Mission St., 2nd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94105
(415) 543-1576
Toward Utility Rate Normalization
(TURN) is a nonprofit advocacy group
with about 46,000 members throughout
California. About one-third of its membership resides in southern California.
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TURN represents its members, comprised of residential and small business
consumers, in electrical, natural gas, and
telephone utility rate proceedings before
the Public Utilities Commission (PUC),
the courts, and federal regulatory and
administrative agencies. The group's staff
also provides technical advice to individual legislators and legislative committees,
occasionally taking positions on legislation. TURN has intervened in about 200
proceedings since its founding in 1973.
MAJOR PROJECTS:

In April, TURN asked its members
and citizens to urge President Bush to
appoint a consumer-oriented commissioner to fill the vacancy left by Dennis
Patrick, former Chair of the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC).
TURN blames Patrick for the FCC's
imposition of the $3.50 monthly subscriber line "access" charge which all
residential telephone customers must pay
whether or not they make long distance
phone calls. (See CRLR Vol. 8, No. 4
(Fall 1988) p. 28 for background information.) TURN said Patrick was also
responsible for adoption of new FCC
rules dismantling economic regulation,
which will most certainly lead to higher
costs for consumers. The group said it
receives daily complaints about the long
distance access charge. TURN called on
consumers to add their voices to the
campaign to have the access charge removed and a new and better commissioner appointed.
On April 17, TURN Executive Director Sylvia Siegel testified in San Diego at
a PUC hearing on Pacific Bell's proposal
for "rate stability." Siegel blasted the
plan and warned consumers not to be
fooled by what she called an attempt by
the company to reap higher profits.
PacBell is seeking Commission approval
of its proposal to freeze residential
phone rates for three years, more pricing
flexibility for some products, a streamlined regulatory process, and permission
to share "excess" profits with consumers
when the company's rate of return earnings exceed the PUC-authorized level.
The proposal would also remove monthly
customer charge for "touch-tone" service
and extend the "local" calling zone from
about eight miles to ten miles. Siegel
accused PacBell of seeking less regulation, and insisted that a rate "freeze" is
unacceptable and that a major rate rollback is justified. (See CRLR Vol. 9, No.
I (Winter 1989) p. 26 for background
information.)
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UCAN (UTILITY CONSUMERS'
ACTION NETWORK)
4901 Morena Blvd., Suite 128
San Diego, CA 92117
(619) 270-7880
Utility Consumers' Action Network
(UCAN) is a nonprofit advocacy group
supported by 65,000 San Diego Gas and
Electric Company (SDG&E) residential
and small business ratepayers. UCAN
focuses upon intervention before the
California Public Utilities Commission
(PUC) on issues which directly impact
San Diego ratepayers.
UCAN was founded in 1983 after
receiving permission from the PUC to
place inserts in SDG&E billing packets.
These inserts permitted UCAN to attract
a large membership within one year.
The insert privilege has been suspended
as a result of a United States Supreme
Court decision limiting the content of
such inserts.
UCAN began its advocacy in 1984.
It has intervened in SDG&E's 1985 and
1988 General Rate Cases; 1984, 1985,
and 1986 Energy Cost Adjustment Clause
proceedings; the San Onofre cost overrun hearings; and SDG&E's holding company application. UCAN also assists
individual ratepayers with complaints
against SDG&E and offers its informational resources to San Diegans.
MAJOR PROJECTS:

According to the summer issue of
UCAN Watchdog, UCAN "still believes
the Edison takeover of SDG&E should
be actively opposed. UCAN will continue
to focus its energies on a thorough investigation of Edison's promises. Our
primary objectives are to ensure the
lowest possible rates over the long term,
and a management that is responsive to
the community it serves." (See CRLR
Vol. 9, No. 2 (Spring 1989) p. 35; Vol.
9, No. I (Winter 1989) p. 27; and Vol. 8,
No. 4 (Fall 1988) p. 29 for background
information on Southern California Edison's proposed takeover of SDG&E.)
UCAN conducted a poll of its membership on the proposed Edison-SDG&E
takeover and related issues in its Winter
I989 newsletter. About 90% of the 5,500
members who responded voiced opposition to the Edison takeover, even if
utility rates were to drop as a result of
the merger-something UCAN does not
believe will happen. According to a recent Los Angeles Times poll, San
Diegans oppose the Edison takeover by
a 4-1 margin. In that poll, those surveyed
also said by a 3-2 margin that they are
skeptical that utility rates will be lowered
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if Edison succeeds in absorbing SDG&E.
The Times poll showed San Diegans
evenly split on the question of consumer
ownership of SDG&E. The utility journal
California Energy Markets reviewed letters sent to the PUC and found letters
from opponents to the takeover outnumbering those from supporters by a 12-1
ratio.
Respondents to UCAN's survey favored a greater focus by UCAN on public
ownership of SDG&E by a 56% to 20%
margin. Seventy percent said they are
alarmed by the potential environmental
impact of an Edison takeover, while
56% believe the proposed merger will
worsen the growth problems in San Diego.
In mid-April, UCAN joined a coalition of San Diegans who oppose the
Edison takeover. The Coalition for Local
Control-an alliance of business, consumer, environmental, political, and
labor groups-will coordinate efforts to
repel Edison's buyout of SDG&E and
to combat Edison's expensive public relations campaign that is attempting to
sell the merger to San Diegans. According to UCAN Executive Director Michael
Shames, "this coalition is an unprecedented joining of important community
organizations and it sends a strong signal
to Edison that San Diegans will not fold
up and concede to the company's will."
The growing list of groups in the coalition includes the San Diego Chamber of
Commerce, UCAN, SDG&E Employees
Union, Sierra Club, CalPIRG, Economic
Development Corporation, the City of
Chula Vista, and many community leaders.
In April, SDG&E spent $350,000 on
a brochure mailed to its customers criticizing public ownership of the utility, in
what UCAN called part of a sophisticated
disinformation campaign to confuse the
Edison takeover issue. UCAN lodged a
formal complaint with the PUC over
the mailing, calling it blatantly biased.
UCAN's protest asks the PUC to prohibit
SDG&E from using its customer mailing
list for this kind of disinformation campaign, and seeks reimbursement to ratepayers for the use of the mailing list.
UCAN believes SDG&E customers should
not be bombarded with junk mail without their permission, and that current
law forbids SDG&E from using its customer list for political purposes.
At this writing, the PUC has not
acted on UCAN's protest. SDG&E claims
it has a first amendment right to use the
list and that the PUC has no power to
stop it from doing so. UCAN says
SDG&E and Edison are using the public
ownership issue as a red herring to confuse the public. The real issue is how
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badly San Diego will be harmed by the
takeover, UCAN insists.
In May, PUC Administrative Law
Judge Lynn Carew ruled on a hearing
schedule for the Edison-SDG&E takeover proceedings. The two utilities were
required to file supplemental testimony
by June 12 on new issues that will be
included in the hearings, such as how
the merger will affect competition
throughout southern California. The
PU C's Division of Ratepayer Advocates
must submit its testimony by January
15, 1990, and other intervenors-including UCAN-must file their testimony
by March 12, 1990. PUC hearings on
the takeover will officially begin on
April 9, 1990, and will continue for
approximately eight weeks. A final decision on the takeover by the Commission is expected to be reached by early
1991. At this writing, Edison has filed
an appeal of the schedule, calling for an
earlier decision on the case, but the
PUC has not yet responded.
The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) also approved its schedule of proceedings on the Edison-SDG&E
takeover case, with hearings to begin on
January 3, 1990, and a final decision
issued by July I990.
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